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INTRODUCTION

Geothermal energy has been used for thousands of years in the form of hot water and natural steam for various heating purposes. The use of geothermal energy in large-scale generation of electricity began about 1904. It has now been demonstrated that geothermal power generation compares favorably with other methods in regard to both economics and environmental impact, and that it can contribute toward meeting the world's energy needs.

To aid the industrial and scientific community concerned with geothermal-resource exploration and development, the ERDA's Division of Public Affairs, Technical Information Center, has cataloged, indexed, and stored in machine-readable form a major portion of the scientific and technical information published on this subject.

While not complete, this bibliography is believed to be comprehensive enough to warrant publication at this time. References are being added on a continuing basis and will be available on the ERDA's on-line computer retrieval system, RECON.

References are arranged in broad subject categories. Within a given category the arrangement is chronological.

The references are made up of complete bibliographic citations. These are followed by a listing of the subject descriptors used to describe each reference for machine storage and retrieval.

Three indexes are provided: Personal Author, Subject, and Report Number. The Personal Author Index is made up of an alphabetic listing of all authors of references. The authors' names are followed by the titles of the documents and citation numbers. For documents having multiple authors, the second and succeeding authors are referenced to the first author.

The Subject Index is an alphabetic listing of the more significant subject descriptors chosen to describe the document content. In most instances the subject descriptors are entered in pairs separated by a slash mark, and the second term has been selected to more specifically delineate the first. Each subject entry is then followed by the title of the document and the citation number.

The Report Number Index is an alphanumeric listing of report numbers. The report numbers are followed by availability statements that include all known information related to the public availability and price of the reports.
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00776 VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND SMOKES. Zies, E.C. Natl. Geog. Soc., Contr. Tech. Papers, Katmai Ser.; 1: No. 4, (1929). ALASKA;FUMAROLES;MAPS;EARTH ATMOSPHERE; POLLUTION;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;HYDROCHLORIC ACID;ABUNDANCE

00777 SALINE SPRINGS OF THE RIO SALADO, SAN'DOVAL COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. Clark, J.D. Univ. NM Bull., Chem. Ser.; 1: No. 3, 29p.(1929). NEW MEXICO;HOT SPRINGS;MINERAL SPRINGS;SULFUR;GEOTHERMAL WELLS


00779 DISCHARGE OF HOT SPRINGS IN THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Allen, E.T. Science; 73: No. 5, 505(1931). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;HOT SPRINGS;FLOW RATE


00782 HYDROTHERMAL METAMORPHISM IN GEYSER BASINS OF YELLOWSTONE PARK, AS SHOWN BY DEEP DRILLING. Fenner, C.N. Econ. Geol.; 7: No. 2, 224, No. 196(1934). GEOLGY;YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;GEYSERS;GEOLGY;DEPOSITS;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;ROCKS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;BOREHOLES;SODIUM CARBONATES;ABUNDANCE;SILICON OXIDES

00783 AGENCY OF ALGAE IN THE DEPOSITION OF TRAVERTINE AND SILICA FROM THERMAL WATERS. Allen, E.T. Amer. J. Sci.; 28: No. 167, Ser. 5, 373-9(1934). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;HOT SPRINGS;PRECIPITATION;SILICON OXIDES;CALCULUM CARBONATES;ALGAE

00784 INDIAN HOT SPRINGS, GRAHAM COUNTY, ARIZONA. Knechtel, R.M. Washington Acad. Sci. Jour.; 25: No. 9, 409-413(1935). ARIZONA;HOT SPRINGS;THERMAL WATERS;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;ORIGIN;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;FLOW RATE;RAIN

00785 GEYSER BASINS AND IGNEOUS EMINATIONS. Allen, E.T. Econ. Geol.; 30: No. 1, 1-13(1935). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;GEYSERS;ORIGIN;MAGMATIC WATER;METEORIC WATER;SUPERHEATED STEAM;NATURAL STEAM;THERMAL WATERS;SULFATES;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;IGNEOUS ROCKS

00786 HOT SPRINGS OF THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Allen, E.T.; Day, A.L. Publication 466. Washington, DC; USA; Carnegie Inst. (1935). 515p. YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;HOT SPRINGS;ORIGIN;METEORIC WATER;NATURAL STEAM;SUPERHEATED STEAM;MAGMA;GEOLGY;FAULTS;EARTH CRUST;VAPOR PRESSURE;SILICATES;GEYSERS;GEOCHEMISTRY

00787 HOT SPRINGS OF THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Behre, C.H., Jr. J. Geol.; 44: 650-1(1936). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;HOT SPRINGS;THERMAL WATERS;FLOW RATE;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;SODIUM COMPOUNDS;ROCKS;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;GASES;
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; LIMESTONE; DEPOSITION; MICROORGANISMS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; FLOW RATE; VOLCANIC FLUIDS; GEOLOGY; NATURAL STEAM;

00789 HOT-SPRING PROBLEM IN YELLOWSTONE PARK. Day, A.L. Science; 83: 466(1936).
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; ORIGIN; GEYSERS; MINERALS; DEPOSITION; HEAT; NATURAL STEAM; THERMAL WATERS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; GEOGRAPHY; ARTESIAN BASING; GROUND WATER; EVAPORATION; EXPLOITATION

USA; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; MAPS; METEORIC WATER; GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; CHEMICAL REACTIONS; ROCKS; RADIOACTIVITY

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS

Classification of Yellowstone National Park springs by water chemistry. USA; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; MINERAL RESOURCES; MAGMATIC WATER; METEORIC WATER; SILICON OXIDES; SILICATES; CARBONATES; PH VALUE

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

CALIFORNIA; IMPERIAL VALLEY; GEOTHERMALFIELDS; ABUNDANCE; THERMAL WATERS; CARBON DIOXIDE; VOLCANIC REGIONS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; FUMAROLES; MAGMATIC; GEOLOGY; SEDIMENTARY ROCKS; DEPOSITION; GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS; CLAYS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; SEDIMENTS; DEPOSITION; ORIGIN

ALASKA; VOLCANIC REGIONS; CALIFORNIA; IMPERIAL VALLEY; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; NATURAL STEAM; SEISMIC SURVEYS; GEOGRAPHIC SURVEYS; FUMAROLES; HOT SPRINGS

00801 FUMAROLE BUTTE, UTAH. Ives, R.L.

Describes Steamboat Springs and mentions Great hot springs. STEAMBOAT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; ROCKS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERNATION; HOT SPRINGS

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; ROCKS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERNATION; HOT SPRINGS

00804 YELLOWSTONE - ITS UNDERWORLD GEOLOGY AND HISTORICAL ANECDOTES OF OUR OLDEST NATIONAL PARK. Bauer, C.M. Albuquerque, NM; USA; Univ. New Mexico Press (1948). 122p.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOLOGY

Data on mean height, duration, and interval of eruptions of 58 geysers. YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; FLOW RATE

THERMAL WATERS; HOT SPRINGS; BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Mud pots, steam vents, and thermal wells on east side of Salton Sea. CALIFORNIA; SALTON SEA; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; NATURAL STEAM

Two wells near Boise yield 1780°F water. IDAHO; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; THERMAL WATERS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; ENTHALPY; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; GEYSERS; COOLING; CONVECTION; SEASONAL VARIATIONS; FLOW RATE

Data on 33 springs. NEVADA; HOT SPRINGS

00811 GEOLOGY OF SITKIN ISLAND, ALASKA.
00812 GEYSERS OF WHIRLWIND VALLEY (NEVADA).
Description of Beowawe geysers. NEVADA.

GEYSERS

00813 PUMICE, PUMICITE, AND VOLCANIC CINDERS
IN CALIFORNIA. Chesterman, C.W. pp 1-97 of
Quaternary volcanism products. CALIFORNIA.

GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; VOLCANIC ROCKS; GEOLOGY; VOLCANOES

00814 OCCURRENCE OF WAIRAKITE AT THE GEYSERS,
CALIFORNIA. Steiner, A. Amer. Mineral.; 43:
No. 7-8, 481(1958).

GEYSERS; GEOTHERMAL FIELD; BOREHOLES; DRILL CORES; GEODES; GEM MINERALS; GEMSTONE; WAIRAKITE

00815 FAULT PATTERNS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.
Twenhofel, W.S.; Sainsbury, C.L. Geol. Soc.

ALASKA; GEODES; GEM MINERALS; GEMSTONE; FAULTS; GEOLOGY; VOLCANOES

00816 SEWARD PENINSULA. Hopkins, J.P.;
Hopkins, D.M. pp 104-10 of Landscapes of
Alaska, their geologic evolution. Williams,

GEYSERS; GEOTHERMAL: GEOTHERMAL FIELD; WATER; VOLCANOES

00817 GEOTHERMAL POWER. McNitt, J.R.

GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; VOLCANIC ROCKS;
Fumaroles; Hot Springs; Geologic Faults; Geothermal Fluids; Geophysical Surveys; Natural Steam; Meteoric Water; Convection

00818 DRILLING INTO MOLTEN LAVA IN THE
KILAUEA IKI VOLCANIC CRATER, HAWAII.

VOLCANIC REGIONS; ROCK DRILLING; VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE; HIGH TEMPERATURE; MAGMA; DRILL CORES; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; LAVA; VOLCANOES; COOLING

00819 CATALOGUE OF THE ACTIVE VOLCANOES OF
THE WORLD, INCLUDING SOLFATARA FIELDS.
Coobsa, H.A. Internat. Volcanol. Assoc.; 1:
56(1960).

USA; VOLCANOES; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL; SOLFATARA

00820 GEOLGY AND HOT SPRINGS OF KUROYU GEOTHERMAL AREA, AKITA PREFECTURE.
Nakamura, H.; Ando, T.; Suzuki, T. Chishitsu Chosa
with English summary).

JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLGY; TUFF; SANDSTONES; SHALES; VOLCANIC ROCKS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CHLORIDE; HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS; CARBONATES; ABUNDANCE; FUMAROLI

00821 1959 HEGBEN LAKE EARTHQUAKE ALTERS
YELLOWSTONE'S HOT SPRINGS.

MONTANA; EARTHQUAKES; HOT SPRINGS; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; SEISMIC EFFECTS; OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER; ORIGIN

00822 YELLOWSTONE'S LIVING GEOLOGY -
HIGHLIGHTS OF YELLOWSTONE GEOLOGY WITH AN INTERPRETATION OF THE 1959 EARTHQUAKES AND THEIR EFFECTS IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
Fischer, W.A. Yellowstone Nature Notes; 33,
1959-60 Special Issue: 62p.(1960).

GEYSERS; GEOTHERMAL FIELD; HOT SPRINGS; SEISMIC EFFECTS

00823 CATALOGUE OF THE ACTIVE VOLCANOES OF
THE WORLD, INCLUDING SOLFATARA FIELDS:

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; VOLCANOES; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS

00824 WINTER THERMAL RADIATION STUDIES IN
YELLOWSTONE PARK. Gates, D.M. Science; 134:

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; INFRARED RADIATION; RADIATION MONITORING; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER; THERMAL RADIATION; STEAM; SEASONAL VARIATIONS; SEASONS

00825 IRON CONTENT OF SPHALERITE FROM THE
CENTRAL DISTRICT, NEW MEXICO AND THE BINGHAM DISTRICT, UTAH. Rose, A.W. Econ. Geol.; 56:
No. 8, 1363-84(1961).

SPHALERITE; IRON; SULFIDES; X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS; NEW MEXICO; UTAH; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; PHILPOTTITE; GEOBANOMETR; MINERALS


NEW MEXICO; THERMAL WATERS; GROUND WATER; HYDROLOGY; GEMS; RIVERS; AQUIFERS

00827 GEOLGY OF THE LITTLE ANTLOPE VALLEY
CLAY DEPOSITS, MONO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
Cleveland, G.B. Calif. Div. Mines, Geol.,
Special Report 72. Sacramento; USA; Calif.

CASE DIABLO GEOTHERMAL AREA, CALIFORNIA; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; HOT SPRINGS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; GEOLOGY

00828 SPRINGS IN THE VICINITY OF SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

NEW MEXICO; HOT SPRINGS; HYDROLOGY; GEOLOGY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

00829 GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF AGUA CALIENTE SPRING, PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA.

GEOLGY; HYDROLOGY; HOT SPRINGS; CALIFORNIA; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS


USA; GEODES; GEM MINERALS; GEMSTONE; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOLOGY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SURFACE WATERS; THERMAL WATER; GEOCHEMISTRY; SEDIMENTS; ROCKS; TEMPERATURE; PERMEABILITY; CHLORIDES; SULFATES; STEAMBOAT SPRINGS

00831 GEOLOGY OF THE GEYSERS' THERMAL AREA, CALIFORNIA.

From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy, Rome, Italy (1961).
Hot springs temperature 50°C to boiling point, natural steam temperature 182°C-208°C, enthalpy 669-681 cal/gm. Geysers geothermal field; geology; volcanic regions; hot springs; natural steam; temperature distribution; heat flow; geologic faults; enthalpy; meteoric water


00050 Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks.

00852 GEOPHYSICAL STUDY OF GEYSER ACTION IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Nichols, H.R.; Rinehart, J.S. J. Geophys. Res.; 72: No. 16, 4651-4663(1967). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;GEYSERS;PERFORMANCE;OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER;NATURAL STEAM;FLUID FLOW;SEISMIC DETECTION;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

00853 CLAY MINERAL FORMATION IN MUD POTS, YELLOWSTONE PARK, WYOMING. Droste, J.B. pp 409-22 of Proceedings of 15th Clay Minerals Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, 1966. London-New York; Pergamon Press (1967). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;KAOLIN;ILLITE;MONTMORILLONITE;CLAYS;ROCKS;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;THERMAL WATERS;HOT SPRINGS;SILICON OXIDES;SEDIMENTS;ORIGIN;MINERALIZATION;MINERALS


00855 FIELD TRIP TO THE GEYSERS, SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. Koenig, J.B. Annual field trip. Northern Calif. Geol. Soc. (1968). GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL FIELD;HOT SPRINGS;FUMAROLES;THERMAL WATERS;HYDROTHERMAL WELLS;DRILLING;WELL DRILLING;SANDSTONES;GRAYWACCE;BASALT;SHALE;ELECTRIC POWER;GEOLGY


00858 GEOLOGIC AND THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SALTON SEA GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM. Helgeson, H.C. Reer. J. Sci.; 266: 129-66(1968). Subsurface temperature >300°C at 3000 ft, brine enthalpy at 220-275 cal/gm. SALTON SEA;BRINES;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;SHALE;GEOLGY;ENTHALPY;HYDROLOGY;HEAT FLOW;CONVECTION;SODIUM CHLORIDES;CALCIUM CHLORIDES;POTASSIUM CHLORIDES;THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES;GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS;SALINITY;SAND;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

00859 GEOCHEMICAL STUDY OF ROCK ALTERATION BY HOT SPRINGS IN THE PAINT POT HILL AREA, YELLOWSTONE PARK. Rajmaheshaya, B.C. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta; 32: No. 5, 499-522(1968). Rhyolitic country rocks. YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;HOT SPRINGS;ROCKS;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;GEOCHEMISTRY;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;SULFATES;SULFURIC ACID;SILICON OXIDES;KAOLIN;THERMAL WATERS

00860 MERCURY AND ANTIMONY DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED WITH ACTIVE HOT SPRINGS IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES. Dickson, F.W.; Tunell, G. pp 1673-1701 of Ore deposits of the United States, 1933-1967, Volume 2. New York; AIME (1968). USA;HOT SPRINGS;GEOTHERMAL MINES;GEOTHERMAL DEPOSITS;MERCURY;ANTIMONY;MERCURY SULFIDES;ANTIMONY SULFIDES;DEPOSITION;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;SILICON OXIDES;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;THERMAL WATERS;ABUNDANCE


00862 GEYSER ACTIVITY NEAR BEOWAWE, EUREKA COUNTY, NEVADA. Rinehart, J.S. J. Geophys. Res.; 73: No. 24, 7703-6(1968). NEVADA;GEYSERS;FLOW RATE;THERMAL WATERS;TEMPERATURE MONITORING;TIME DEPENDENCE;SEISMIC SURVEYS;PERFORMANCE

00863 ORIGIN OF CO2 IN THE SALTON SEA GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM, SOUTHEASTERN CALIFORNIA, USA;P. Moffles, W.J. pp 165-94 of Proceedings of 23rd International Geological Congress, Prague, Czechoslovakia, Symposium 2. Prague: International Geological Congress (1968). From 23. International Geological Congress, Symposium 2; Prague, Czech. (1968). CALIFORNIA;SALTON SEA;GEOLGY;ROCKS;METAMORPHISM;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;CARBON DIOXIDE;CARBONATES;SEDIMENTS;MINERALS;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS;DOLOMITE;KAOLIN;CHLORITE MINERALS;CALCITE;CHEMICAL ANALYSIS


00868 HYDROLOGY OF NEogene DEPOSITS IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO BASIN. Jones, P.H. Louisiana Water Resources Research Institute bulletin GT-2. Baton Rouge, LA; Louisiana State University (1969). 105p. Research bulletin. GULF OF MEXICO;SHORES;HYDROLOGY;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;GEOTHERMAL DEPOSITS;DEPTH;GROUNWATER;SALINITY;CLAYS;SAND;SEDIMENTATION
Geothermal Energy

Geology and sensor USA; Utah Geol. and Mineralog. Surv. symposium. geothermal field, Lake and Sonoma
D.C. geograph. 4 Jun 1970.
and soils Geophys. Rate; Water Resources; Surface (Bibliograph), p. 12.
00899 MAJOR THERMAL SPRINGS OF UTAH. Greer, RESOURCES; SURFACE

00898 GRAVITY ANOMALIES IN CACHE VALLEY, SULFUR ISOTOPE DETERMINATIONS AS A
SULFUR ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN THERMAL ANOMALIES AND GEOLOGIC
SEISMIC REFRACTION PROFILES OF THE ASH

00893 SEISMIC ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN SULFURIC ACID; HOT SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY;
SEISMIC STRATA; FUMAROLES; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; SULFATES; SULFUR; SULFATES;
FUMAROLES; GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION. Gawerecki, S.J. pp 11.1-11.76 of Earth resources aircraft

00892 SEISMIC REFRACTION PROFILES OF THE ASH FLow IN THE VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND SMOKES,
SULFURIC ACID; HOT SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY;
OxIDATION; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ABDUNANCE

00891 INFRARED SURVEY OF THE PISGAR CRATER AREA, SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA —
THERMAL ANOMALIES AND GEOLoGIC FEATURES OF THE MONO LAKE AREA, CALIFORNIA, AS
REVEALED BY INFRARED IMAGERY. Friedman, J.D. pp 10.1-10.30 of Earth resources aircraft program
status review, NASA, Houston, 1968 — Volume 1, Geology, geography, and sensor studies. Houston, TX; Manned Spacecraft Center (1970).

00890 SULFUR ISO TOPE DISTRIBUTION IN SULFURIC ACID; HOT SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY;
OXIDATION; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ABUNDANCE

00889 SULFUR ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN SOLFATARAS, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.


00886 THERMAL ANOMALIES AND GEOLoGIC FEATURES OF THE MONO LAKE AREA, CALIFORNIA, AS
REVEALED BY INFRARED IMAGERY. Friedman, J.D. pp 10.1-10.30 of Earth resources aircraft program
status review, NASA, Houston, 1968 — Volume 1, Geology, geography, and sensor studies. Houston, TX; Manned Spacecraft Center (1970).

00885 THERMAL ANOMALIES AND GEOLoGIC FEATURES OF THE MONO LAKE AREA, CALIFORNIA, AS
REVEALED BY INFRARED IMAGERY. Friedman, J.D. pp 10.1-10.30 of Earth resources aircraft program
status review, NASA, Houston, 1968 — Volume 1, Geology, geography, and sensor studies. Houston, TX; Manned Spacecraft Center (1970).

00884 SULFUR ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN SOLFATARAS, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.

00883 SULFUR ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN SOLFATARAS, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.

00882 CHALLENGE OF THE GEYSERS. Fascia, G.
Field trip to The Geysers, 4 Jun 1970. Anderson, D.N. (comp.). Lafayette, CA; Amer.

00881 FIELD TRIP TO THE GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL FIELD, LAKE AND SONOMA COUNTIES, 4 JUN 1970.


00913  ABNORMAL PRESSURES AND POTENTIAL GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES IN THE RIO GRANDE EMBAYMENT OF TEXAS. Wallace, R.H., Jr. (Geological Survey, Bay St. Louis, Miss. Gulf Coast Hydrosciences Center). pp 87-116 of Proceedings of 2nd Symposium on Abnormal Subsurface Pressure. Baton Rouge; LSU, School of Geosciences and Dept. Pet. Engineering (Jan 1970). GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;TEXAS;GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS;GROUND WATER;GEOLIGIC FAULTS;AQUIFERS;HYDROLOGY;GEOLIGY;SEDIMENTS;PRESSURE MEASUREMENT


00916  HYDROTHERMAL EXPLOSION CRATERS IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Muffler, L.J.P.; White, D.E.; Truesdell, A.H. (Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA). Geol. Soc. Amer., Bull.: 82: No. 3, 723-40(Mar 1971). WYOMING;GEOLIGIC DEPOSITS;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;GEYSERS;EXPLOSIONS;CRATERS;THERMAL WATERS;HOT SPRINGS;GROUND WATER;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;FLASHING;HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS


00918  GEOTHERMAL PROSPECTS IN NEW MEXICO. Summers, W.K. Geothermal overviews of the western United States. Davis, California: Geothermal Resour. Counc. (1972). NEW MEXICO;HOT SPRINGS;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;GEOLOGY;HEAT FLOW;GEOCHEMISTRY;RADIOACTIVITY;HYDROLOGY;THERMAL WATERS

00919  GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION IN REGION 3. pp 9 of Geothermal overviews of the western United States. Davis, California: Geothermal Resource Council (1972). CALIFORNIA;IMPERIAL VALLEY;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;GEOLOGY;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;THERMAL WATERS;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

00920  GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES OF COLORADO. Pearl, R.H. (Geol. Surv. Colorado, Denver, CO). Colo. Geol. Surv., Spec. Publ.; No. 2, 1-54(1972). COLORADO;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;HOT SPRINGS;REVIEWS;CHEMICAL ANALYSIS;FLOW RATE;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;SPECTROSCOPY


00923  ACTIVE LOW-TEMPERATURE ALTERATION OF ARENACEOUS SANDS IN A NEAR-SURFACE GEOTHERMAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE IMPERIAL VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA. Elders, W.A.; Bird, D. Geol. Soc. Amer., Bull.; 74: No. 7, 616(1973). SAND;SEDIMENTS;IMPERIAL VALLEY;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;PETROLOGY;BRINES;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS;PURISITI;SEDIMENTATION

00924  TECTONIC MAP OF IDAHO FROM ERTS IMAGERY. Day, N.F.; Hall, W.B. Geol. Soc. Amer., Bull.; 5: No. 7, 594(1973). IDAHO;TECTONICS;MAPS;MINERAL RESOURCES;REMOTE SENSING;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;GEOLIGY

00925  CAVERN DEVELOPMENT BY THERMAL SPRINGS. Egan, H.J. J. Geol. Soc. London: 130: 488(1973). WYOMING;HOT SPRINGS;CAVES;LIMESTONE;EROSION;THERMAL WATERS;SOLVENT PROPERTIES;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;GYPSUM


00928  CONTEMPORARY TECTONICS AND SEISMICITY OF THE INTERMOUNTAIN WEST. Smith, R.B.; Sbar, M.L. Earthquake Notes; 44: No. 1-2, 39-
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION


00951 ALASKA, ITS POPULATION, INDUSTRIES, AND RESOURCES. Petrov, I. US Dept. Interior, Census Office, 10th US Census; 8: 19-95(1884). ALASKA; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS

00952 YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. Hague, A. Science; 3: No. 52, 135-6(1884). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS


00954 SOAPING GEYSERS. Hague, A. A.I.M.E., Trans.; 17: 546-555(1889). SOAPING GEYSERS; GEYSERS; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

00955 SOAPING GEYSERS. Raymond, R.W. A.I.M.E., Trans.; 17: 449-454(1889). SOAPING GEYSERS; GEYSERS; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK


00959 SOME CONDITIONS AFFECTING GEYSER ERUPTION. Jaggar, T.A., Jr. Amer. J. Sci.; 5, Ser. 4: 323-33(1898). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; GEOLOGY

00960 OBSERVATIONS ON SOME WEST AMERICAN THERMAL ALGAE. Tilden, J.E. Bot. Gaz. (Chicago); 25: 89-105(1898). YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; UTAH; OREGON; CANADA; HOT SPRINGS; ALGAE

00961 MINERAL WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES AND THEIR THERAPEUTIC USES. (WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE VARIOUS MINERAL SPRING LOCALITIES, THEIR ADVANTAGES AND HEALTH RESORTS, MEANS OF ACCESS, ETC. TO WHICH IS ADDED A INDEX OF POTABLE WATERS). Crook, J.K. New York and Philadelphia; USA; Lea Bros. Co. (1899). $4.00; $1.45 (mf). USA; MINERAL SPRINGS; USES; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; BALNEOLOGY


00964 (E-74-10467) SATELLITE GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL REMOTE SENSING OF ICELAND. PROGRESS REPORT, 1 SEP 1973-28 FEB 1974. Williams, R.S., Jr. (Geological Survey, Reston, Va. (USA)). 1 Mar 1974. 49p. (NASA-CR-136668). NTIS $5.50; $1.45 (mf). ICeland; GEOLOGY; GEOMORPHOLOGY; GEOPHYSICS; GLACIERS; SNOW; AERIAL MONITORING; SATELLITES; REMOTE SENSING; NAMAFJALL GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

00965 INVESTIGATION OF RESOURCES OF NATURAL STEAM AT TATIO. Vergara, R. Rev. Chilo Ing.; No. 308, 14-19 (Nov-Dec 1964). CHILE; FUMAROLES; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; USES; NATURAL STEAM; THERMAL WATERS

00966 INVESTIGATION OF HOT SPRINGS FOR

NEW ZEALAND; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY


00992 THERMAL ACTIVITY IN REYKJANS, ICELAND. Thorkelsson, T.; Visindafelag Islendinga, Rit 3; 52(1928). (In English).

ICELAND; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; RADIUS; ABUNDANCE; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; NITROGEN; OXYGEN; HYDROGEN SULFIDES; CARBON DIOXIDE


HUNGARY; HOT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS


THERMAL WATERS; FUMAROLES; CALIFORNIA; MERCURY; ABUNDANCE; IMPURITIES
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KENYA: KENYA GEOTHERMAL AREA; VOLCANIC REGIONS; CARBON DIOXIDE; LAVA

POLAND; CZECHOSLOVAKIA; HEAT FLOW; GEOThERMAl GRADIENTS

USSR: THERMAL WATERS; VOLCANOES; THERMAL WATERS; GEOThERMAl ENERGY

USSR: THERMAL WATERS; EXPLOITATION; GROUND WATER; GEOThERMAl ENERGY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; AQUIFERS; HYDROLOGY

01360 GEOTHERMAL INVESTIGATIONS IN KAZAKHSTAN AND UTILIZATION OF THERMAL WATERS. Zheveznov, V.V. Regional'naya geotermiya i rasprostraneniye Termal'nykh vod v SSSR. Moscow: Soveshchh. Geoterm. Issled. SSSR, 2nd, Tr. (1967).
USSR: THERMAL WATERS; EXPLOITATION; GEOThERMAl SYSTEMS; HEAT FLOW; HYDROLOGY

RED SEA: THERMAL WATERS; BRINES; GEOThERMAl ENERGY; ORIGIN

USSR: THERMAL WATERS; GEOThERMAl CONDITIONS; GEOThERMAl GRADIENTS; LITHOLOGY; THERMAL WATERS

USSR: MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOThERMAl SURVEYS; TECTONICS; GEOThERMAl GRADIENTS; GEOLOGY; THERMAL WATERS

USSR: GEOThERMAl SURVEYS; TECTONICS; GEOThERMAl GRADIENTS; LITHOLOGY; GEOLOGY

USSR: ARTESIAN BASINS; THERMAL WATERS; TECTONICS; GROUND WATER; GEOThERMAl GRADIENTS

JAPAN; FUMAROLES; HOT SPRINGS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOThERMAl SURVEYS; GEOLOGY; THERMAL WATERS; NATURAL STEAM; GEOThERMAl SURVEYS; MATAUSKA GEOThERMAl FIELD

USSR: THERMAL WATERS; HEAT FLOW; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; THERMAL WATERS; THERMAL PUMPS; LITHOLOGY; TECTONICS; ROCKS; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES; FLUID FLOW; GEOPHYSICS; HYDROLOGY

USSR: THERMAL WATERS; MINERALsprings; USSR: CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ELECTRIC POWER; BALNEOLOGY; NITROGEN;
GEOThERMAL ENERGY


CZECHOSLOVAKIA: HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; RADIOACTIVITY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CARBON DIOXIDE


JAPAN: MAGNETIC SURVEYS; PACIFIC OCEAN; HEAT FLOW; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS


USSR: THERMAL WATERS; FLOW RATE; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; POWER POTENTIAL; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; HEAT; ENERGY YIELD; RESERVES


USSR: GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; HEAT FLOW; GEOPHYSICAL FAULTS; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; NITROGEN; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES


USSR: THERMAL WATERS; BOREHOLES; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; DATA


USSR: GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; VARIATIONS; MAPS; PETROLEUM DEPOSITS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; CORRELATIONS


USSR: GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS


Recharge from meteoric and magmatic waters, heat supply, and magmatic emanations. INDIA: HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; METEORIC WATER; MAGMATIC WATER; HEAT FLOW


USSR: GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; BOREHOLES; WELL LOGGING; DATA

01399 GEOLOGICAL VOYAGE IN THE REPUBLICS OF GUATEMALA AND EL SALVADOR. SCIENTIFIC MISSION TO MEXICO AND IN CENTRAL AMERICA. Dollius, A.; De Montserrat, E. Paris; France; Imprimerie Imperiale (1868). 539p.

EL SALVADOR; GUATEMALA; FUMAROLES; VOLCANOES; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY


See NASA-SP--7042.

USSR; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION


Water temperatures from 20 to 135°C. USSR; ARTESIAN BASINS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; PRESSURE GRADIENTS; ENTHALPY; SALINITY; BRINES; SAND; SODIUM CHLORIDES; CALCIUM CHLORIDES; POTASSIUM CHLORIDES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMOodynamic PROPERTIES


SALTON SEA; GEOLOGY; GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; PRESSURE GRADIENTS; ENTHALPY; SALINITY; BRINES; SAND; SODIUM CHLORIDES; CALCIUM CHLORIDES; POTASSIUM CHLORIDES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMO Dynamic PROPERTIES


GROUND WATER; WATER RESOURCES; USCS; ECONOMICS; THERMAL WATERS; BROMINE; IODINE; RECOVERY; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES


ICELAND; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOLOGY; HYDROLOGY; HOT SPRINGS; BASALT; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; GROUND WATER; HEATING; METEORIC WATER; GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS


TURKEY; THERMAL WATERS; HOT SPRINGS; NATURAL STEAM; ELECTRIC POWER; BALNEOLOGY; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; USES

JAPAN; THERMAL WATERS; MINERALS; USES.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; MATSUKAWA GEOTHERMAL FIELD; TAKA GEOTHERMAL FIELD.

01407 GENERAL ASPECTS OF THERMAL ACTIVITY IN ICELAND.


LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; HYDROLOGY; GEOLGY.

GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL WELLS.


LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; HYDROLOGY; GEOLGY; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL WELLS.

01409 HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL AREA IN ICELAND.


GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; ICELAND; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; HYDROLOGY; GEOLGY.


LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; TECTONICS; GROUND WATER; CRATERS; EXPLOSIONS; POROSITY; THICKNESS.


From 22. International Geological Congress; New Delhi, India (1964).
India; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; GECHEMISTRY.

01412 SULFIDE MINERALIZATION IN A BROADLANDS GEOTHERMAL DRILL HOLE, TAUPO VOLCANIC ZONE, NEW ZEALAND. Brewer, P.R.L. Econ. Geol. 64: No. 2, 156-9(1965).

BASE-METAL SULFIDES. BROADLANDS GEOTHERMAL FIELD; BOREHOLES; MINERALIZATION; SULFIDES; ROCKS; NEW ZEALAND; DEPOSITS; MINERALS.


RED SEA; BRINES; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; SALINITY; THERMAL WATERS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; SAMPLING; OCEANOGRAPHY; GEOLGY; SEEDIMENTS; STRATIFICATION.


RED SEA; BRINES; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; LAYERS; STRATIFICATION; SEAWATER; THERMAL WATERS; SALINITY; GEOLGY; OCEANOGRAPHY; EXPLORATION; DIFFUSION.


NORTH AMERICA; HEAT FLOW; RADIOACTIVITY; VOLCANIC REGIONS; ZONES.


JAMAICA; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLGY.


Book. RED SEA; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; BRINES; ROCKS; STRATIGRAPHY; TOPOGRAPHY; GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS; GEOMAGNETIC FIELD; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; WATER; SEDIMENTS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; RADIOACTIVITY; GEOLGY.


RED SEA; BRINES; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS.


RED SEA; BRINES; SEDIMENTS; MINERALS; THERMAL WATERS; MAGNETIC PROPERTIES; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE.


RED SEA; BRINES; EXPLORATION; REVIEWS; THERMAL WATERS.


RED SEA; BRINES; THERMAL WATERS; EXPLORATION.


RED SEA; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; BRINES; SEDIMENTS; HEAT TRANSFER.


RED SEA; BRINES; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; SALINITY; FLUID FLOW; EVAPORATION.


RED SEA; SUSPENSIONS; BRINES; LAYERS; THERMAL WATERS.


ROMANIA; HOTT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GROUND WATER; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MEDICINE; RADIOACTIVITY; FLOW RATE; THERMAL WATERS; PROSPECTING

01443
MINERAL AND THERMAL WATERS OF SPAIN.


SPAIN; HOTT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS; TECTONICS; THERMAL WATERS; FLOW RATE

01444
MINERAL SPRINGS OF SWITZERLAND.


UNITED KINGDOM; MINERAL SPRINGS; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; METEORIC WATER

01446


USSR; THERMAL WATERS; MINERAL SPRINGS; NATURAL STEAM; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; POWER POTENTIAL; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; PROSPECTING

01447
MINERAL AND THERMAL WATERS OF CYCLOW.


AFRICA; THERMAL WATERS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GELOGY; HYDROLOGY; GROUND WATER

01448
MINERAL AND THERMAL WATERS OF INDIA.


INDIA; THERMAL WATERS; MINERAL SPRINGS; METEORIC WATER; MAGMATIC WATER

01449
THERMAL AND MINERAL SPRINGS OF SOUTH VIET NAM.


SOUTH VIETNAM; THERMAL WATERS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; DISTRIBUTION; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; TECTONICS; GEOL O GIC FAULTS; BASALT

01450
THERMAL SPRINGS OF TURKEY.


TURKEY; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HOT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; POWER POTENTIAL

01451
THERMAL AND THERMO-MINERAL SPRINGS OF THE CONGO DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC.


ZAIRE REPUBLIC; THERMAL WATERS; HOT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOL O GY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; EXPLOITATION; USES

01452
THERMAL SPRINGS OF MALAWI.


MALAWI; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TABLES; GEOL O GIC FAULTS; HOT SPRINGS

01453
MINERAL AND THERMAL WATERS OF RWANDA.


CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC; HOT SPRINGS; MINERAL SPRINGS

01454
THERMAL WATERS OF SWAZILAND.


AFRICA; HOT SPRINGS; GRANITES; FLOW RATE; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

01455
SPRINGS OF DEEP SEATED ORIGIN IN TANZANIA.


TANZANIA; HOT SPRINGS; BRINES; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; GEOLOGY

01456
MINERAL AND THERMAL WATERS OF TUNISIA.


TUNISIA; THERMAL WATERS; MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; METEORIC WATERS; MAGMATIC WATERS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; RESEARCH; PROSPECTING
01490 SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES AND RELATION TO

BROADLANDS GEOTHERMAL FIELD; NEW ZEALAND; STRATIGRAPHY; AGE ESTIMATION; GRAYWACKE; GEOLoGICAL FAULTS; STEAM LAYERS; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEM; EXPLORATION; GEOLOGY; AQUIFERS

01491 RESULT OF THE PRELIMINARY GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NATURAL STEAM FIELDS IN INDONESIA. Zen, M.T. (Bandung Institute of Technology, Indonesia); Rodja, V.T. Geothermics; No. 2, 130-5(1970).

GEOThermal ENERGY; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; NATURAL STEAM; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; GEOLOGY; INDONESIA; HOT SPRINGS; STRATIGRAPHY; GEOLoGICAL FAULTS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES


300-700°C; permeable volcanic rock; AIR; SUPERHEATING; VOLCANIC ROCKS; PETROLOGY; CONVECTION; ISLANDS; PACIFIC OCEAN; LAVA; FRACTURES; VOLCANOES; HEAT TRANSFER

01493 RELATIONSHIPS OF GEOThermal CONDITIONS TO STRUCTURAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL FEATURES IN THE BOCCAMONFIA REGION (NORTHERN CAMPANIA, ITALY). Barbier, E.; Burgaschi, P.D. (CNR, Istituto Internazionale per le Ricerche Geotermiche, Pisa, Italy); Calamai, A.; Cataldi, R.; Cerom, P. Geothermics; No. 2, 603-10(1970).

GEOThermal FIELDS; GEOLOGY; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; DRILLING; HEAT TRANSFER; IGNEOUS ROCKS; HYDROLOGY; ITALY


MINERALS; DRILL CORES; PERMEABILITY; FELDSPARS; STEAM; NEW ZEALAND; BOREHOLEs; EXPLORATION; DRILL COREs; BROADLANDS GEOTHERMAL FIELD; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS


Monitoring of water loss using gravimeter; WAIRAIKE GEOTHERMAL FIELD; NEW ZEALAND; AQUIFERS; LOSSES; GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS; MONITORING; GRAVIMETRY; ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; GROUND WATER; LEVELS; MASS TRANSFER; FLUID FLOW


PERMEABILITY; AQUIFERS; FRACTURES; HEAT TRANSFER; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; NATURAL STEAM; GEOLoGy; IGNEOUS ROCKs; HYDRODYNAMICS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; PRESSURE MEASUREMENT; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; PRODUCTION; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; SCALE: LIFETIME; MEXICO


HOT SPRINGS IN WASHINGTON; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GROUND WATER; CARBON DIOXIDE; CALCIUM; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS


From Geology, geography, and sensor studies; Houston, TX (1970).

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; REMOTE SENSING; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GEOLOGY; ROCKs; TECTONICS; MAPS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS


HYDROLOGY; GEOLOGY; STRATIGRAPHY; WATER; LEVELS; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; ICELAND; GEOTHERMAL WELLS


GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOLOGY; DISTRIBUTION; MAGMA; HOT SPRINGS; LAVA; IGNEOUS ROCKs; JAPAN; VOLCANOES; PETROLOGY


GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; VOLCANOES; JAPAN; THERMAL WATERS; FUMAROLES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GROUND WATER; HOT SPRINGS; Eruption; Steam; Calcium Chlorides; Sulfates; Carbonates; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS


Power potential of geothermal areas under the Red Sea; RED SEA; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; THERMAL WATERS; STEAM; POWER POTENTIAL; ELECTRIC POWER


GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; RIVERS


YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; HOT SPRINGS; LIMESTONE; THERMAL WATERS; ISOTOPE RATIO; DEPOSITION; TRAVETINE; CA12; SULFUR; CARBON DIOXIDE; CARBONATE; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS

01505 RADIOGENIC HEAT PRODUCTION IN


MELTING; HEAT; GEOLoGIC DEPOSITS; ROCKS


USSSR; THERMAL REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOTHERMAL APPLICATION; NATURAL GAS; GEOLoGIC DEPOSITS; ABUNDANCE; 2xFLUORIDE; HYDROCARBONS; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE


CARIBBEAN SEA; ATLANTIC OCEAN; HEAT FLOW; TECTONICS


USSSR; EARTH CRUST; THICKNESS; VOLCANOES; TECTONICS; GEOLoGY


USSSR; THERMAL REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; ROCKS; GRoUND WATER; EARTH CRUST


AFRICA; SHORES; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOLoGY; BASALT; TECTONICS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES


USSSR; NOT SPRINGS; GEOLoGIC DEPOSITS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TECTONICS; MINERALIZATION; MINERALS; CHLORIDES; CARBONATES; SULFATES; IRON HYDROXIDES; IRON SULFATES; THERMAL WATERS


USSSR; VOLCANIC ROCKS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; MINERALS; MONTMOBRILLIONITE; CHLORITE MINERALS; SYNTHESIS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALIZATION; MAGNESIUM SULFATES; CALCIUM SULFATES; CARBONATES; TUFF; ZEOLITES; EPIDOTES; ANHYDRITE; SILICON OXIDES; DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS; QUARTZ


USSSR; VOLCANIC ROCKS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; MINERALS; MICA; CHLORITE MINERALS; MONTMOBRILLIONITE; QUARTZ; CALCITE; ZEOLITES; APATITES; SYNTHESIS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMAL WATERS; MINERALIZATION; CALCIUM SILICATES; ALUMINIUM SILICATES; TITANIUM SILICATES


BRITISH COLUMBIA; THERMAL WATERS; GALENA; PYRITES; MINERALS; GEOLoGIC FAULTS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CHLORINE; ZINC; EXPLOITATION; SPHALERITES; LIMESTONE


USSSR; GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS; HEAT FLOW


USSSR; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

01517 HEAT FIELDS AND DEEP STRUCTURE IN THE EASTERN CARPATHIANS. Kutus, R.I.; Gordiyenko, V.V. Geofiz. Sb.; No. 35, 70-7(1970).

USSSR; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HEAT FLOW; GEOLoGY


JAPAN; VOLCANIC REGIONS; FUMAROLes; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; VOLCANOES; Gdils; ROCKS; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY


JAPAN; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS


JAPAN; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS


USSSR; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLoGIC DEPOSITS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALIZATION; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; USES; ECONOMICS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES


KENYA; GEOLoGIC FAULTS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOLoGY


USSSR; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HYDROLOGY


ICELAND; IGNEOUS ROCKS; GRANITES; BASALT; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLoGY; PETROLOGY; MAGMA


USSSR; THERMAL WATERS; BRINES; LEAD; BOREHOLES; ADSORPTION; LEAD CHLORIDES; PH VALUE; HYDROCHLORIC ACID; DISSOLUTION


01529 HYDROGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS ON THE RED SEA BRINES INDICATE A MARKED INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE. Brewer, P.G.; Wilson, J.R.S.; Murray, J.W.; Munns, R.G.; Densoore, C.D. Nature (London); No. 259, 37-41(1971). (RED SEA; BRINES; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; THERMAL WATERS)


01533 STRUCTURAL LOCALIZATION OF QUATERNARY VOLCANOES IN SOUTH KAMCHATKA. Steinberg, G.S. (Soc. Gen. France; U.S.A.; Izdatel'stvo 'Nedra' (1972). 364p. (In Russian)(URSS; GEOFILMS; MAGMA; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; EARTH CRUST; VOLCANOES; BASALT; LAYERS)

01534 LIMNOLOGY OF SWEETGANGA, A THERMAL SPRING OF BAKRESWAR, WEST BENGAL, INDIA. Jana, B.D.; Sarkar, H.L. (Dep. Zool., Visva-Bharati Univ., Santiniketan, India). Hydrobiologia; No. 1, 31-40(1971). (INDIA; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; FLANKTON; ALGAE; CALCIUM CARBONATES; CHLORIDES; NITRATES; PHOSPHATES; SILICATES; PH VALUE; LIMNOLOGY)

01535 RESULTS OF GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES ON THE PARATUNKA GEOTHERMAL DEPOSITS. Denisik, V.A.; Zaytsev, I.M. Geol. Geofiz.; No. 7, 92-100(1971). (In Russian with English summary). (RUSSIA; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; SEISMIC SURVEYS; BOREHOLES; WELL LOGGING; TECTONICS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; WELL LOGGING)


01539 HYDROGEOLOGICAL SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE REGIME IN THE EASTERN CAUCASUS FORELAND REGION. Sergiyenko, S.I. Moscow; USSR; Akad. Nauk SSSR, Nauch. Sovet Geoterm. Issled.-Inst. Geol. (1971). 152p. (RUSSIA; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; HYDROLOGY; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; GROUND WATER; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; HEAT FLOW)

01540 MICROEARTHQUAKES IN THE AHAUCHAPAN GEOTHERMAL FIELD, EL SALVADOR, CENTRAL AMERICA. Ward, P.L.; Jacob, H.N. Science; No. 399, 328-330(1971). (EL SALVADOR; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; MICROEARTHQUAKES; GEOLOGIC FAULTS)

01541 RELATION BETWEEN HEAT FLOW AND TECTONICS IN THE APACHE RIDGE. Ovastatov, S.T.; Tamrazyan, G.P. Sov. Geol.; No. 2, 106-113(1971). (RUSSIA; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; THERMAL WATERS; GROUND WATER; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; VOLCANIC ROCKS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLOGY; GEOCHEMISTRY)

01542 DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF COLUMNAR SCATTERING ASSOCIATED WITH GEOTHERMAL GAS BUBBLING IN THE BAY OF PLENTY, NEW ZEALAND. Glasby, G.P. (Dept. of Sci. and Ind. Res., Wellington, New Zealand. Oceanographic Inst.). New Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research; 5: No. 3-4, 463-466(Dec 1971). (NEW ZEALAND; THERMAL WATERS; SULFATES; GROUND WATER; GEOLOGY; GEOCHEMISTRY; MICROCHEMISTRY; AQUIFERS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; GROUND WATER; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLOGY; LITHOLOGY)

01543 HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE USSR. VOLUME 29, KAMCHATKA, AND THE KURIL AND KOMANDORSKIE ISLANDS. Sidorenko, A.V. (ed.). Moscow; USSR; Izdatel'stvo 'Nedra' (1972). 364p. (RUSSIA; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLOGY; GEOCHEMISTRY; MICROCHEMISTRY; AQUIFERS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; GROUND WATER; THERMAL WATERS; GEOCHEMISTRY; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLOGY; LITHOLOGY)

01544 HYDROTHERMAL ROCK ALTERATION IN TAKENYYU GEOTHERMAL AREA, KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE, JAPAN. Takashima, M. (Geol. Surv. Japan, Tokyo, Japan). Chishita Chausoo Geppo; No. 5, 37-41(1971). (JAPAN; HYDROTHERMAL ROCKS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; KAOLIN; MONTMORILLONITE; MINERALS; METAMORPHIC ROCKS; ALNITE)
01545 \textbf{GEOTHERMIC FIELD OF THE CAUCASUS}
USSR;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;PETROLEUM;HEAT FLOW;TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION;PHYSICAL PROPERTIES;TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

01546 \textbf{FORMATION OF MERCURY DEPOSITS FROM MAGMATIC GASES.} Schroeckh, H. Aufschluss; 23: No. 5, 139-43(1972).
ITALY;MERCURY;GEODETIC DEPOSITS;GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS;MAGMA;GASES;MONTEN AMIATA GEOTHERMAL FIELD

NEW ZEALAND;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;BORDEHOLES;ELECTRICAL SURVEYS;LITHOLOGY;STRATIGRAPHY;VOLCANOES;GEOCOLGICAL SURVEYS

01548 \textbf{GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA.} Washington, DC; USA; US Dept. Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Jan 1972).
57p.
BRINES;IMPERIAL VALLEY;FLASHING;STEAM;POWER GENERATION;RESERVOIR;CGT;GROUND SUSTENCE;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;BY-PRODUCTS;COLORADO RIVER

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;USES;GEOLOGY;GROUND WATER;TEMPERATURE;DEEP DRILLING;FILL;HEAT TRANSFER;FLUID FLOW;MASS TRANSFER;VOLCANIC REGIONS;GEOMORPHOLOGY;TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE;GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS;DEPT;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;USES;GEOLOGY;GROUND WATER;HEAT FLOW;MINERALS;MINERALIZATION;DATA;TECTONICS;HYDROLOGY;GEODYO

INDIA;HOT SPRINGS;FUMAROLES;THERMAL WATERS;TECTONICS;GEOSYNDILES;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

01551 \textbf{GEOLICAL ASPECTS OF THERMAL WATER OCCURRENCES IN HUNGARY.} Kurin, K. (Research Inst. for Water Resources Development, Budapest, HU). Geothermics (Italy); 1: No. 3, 96-103(Sep 1972).
HUNGARY;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;THERMAL WATERS;BOREHOLES;SAND;SANDSTONES;GEOLY;TECTONICS;SEDIMETATION

HEAT TRANSFER;FLUID FLOW;MASS TRANSFER;THERMAL WATERS;WATER;WAIKAREKI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;EQUATIONS;HEATING

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;USSR;GROUND WATER;THERMAL WATERS;AQUIFERS;GEOLY;BOREHOLES;GREENHOUSES;BUILDINGS;HEATING;HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS

TAIWAN;HOT SPRINGS;THERMAL WATERS;FLOW RATE;MEDIUM TEMPERATURE;PH VALUE;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;SODIUM COMPOUNDS;MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS;CALCIUM COMPOUNDS;CHLORIDES;SULFATES;SILICON OXIDES;CARBONATES;ENERGY YIELD;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;MINERALS;THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES;CHEMICAL PROPERTIES;ZEDLITES;OPTICAL PROPERTIES
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ANALYSIS; MICROANALYSIS; GEOLOGY

02286 OCCURRENCE OF STIBNITE AT STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS, NEVADA. Lindgren, W. A.I.M.E.,

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION; GEOLOGY; ANTIMONY SULFIDES;
ABUNDANCE

02287 DATA OF GEOCHEMISTRY. Clarke, F.W.

NEW ZEALAND; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS;
ROCKS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS

02288 CONSTITUENTS AND GENESIS OF A FEW
MINERALS PRODUCED FROM HOT SPRINGS AND THEIR
VICINITIES IN JAPAN. Suganuma, I. Bull.

JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; MINERALS; DEPOSITION;
BARIUM SULFATES; LEAD SULFATES; PH VALUE;
HYDROCHLORIC ACID; ALUMINIUM SULFATES;
HYDROGEN SULFIDES; CARBON DIOXIDE;
ARAGONITE; PRECIPITATION; CALCIUM CARBONATES;
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

02289 ACID GASES AND INCURSATIONS IN THE
VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND SMOKES (KATMAI, ALASKA).
Zies, E.G. pp 77-107 of Report of the director
of the geophysical laboratory, yearbook 27.
Washington; Carnegie Inst. (1928).

ALASKA; FUMAROLES; GEOCHEMISTRY; FUMAROLIC
FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; HYDROGEN SULFIDES;
HYDROCHLORIC ACID; HYDROFLUORIC ACID;
ABUNDANCE

02290 GEOLOGIC THERMOMETRY. Bowen, W.L.
pp 172-99 of Laboratory investigation of ores,
York; McGraw-Hill Book Co. (1928).

MINERALS; ORES; GEOTHERMOMETRY; PHASE
TRANSFORMATIONS; FLUIDS; INCLUSIONS; ROCKS;
DEPOSITS; SILICON OXIDES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;
MEASURING METHODS

02291 COMPARISON OF WATERS OF MINES AND OF
HOT SPRINGS. Emmons, W.H.; Harrington, G.L.
Econ. Geol.; 8: 653-669 (1913).

HOT SPRINGS; MAGMATIC WATERS; MINERALS;
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; THERMAL WATERS; GROUND WATER;
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

02292 WATER ANALYSES FROM THE LABORATORY OF
THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. Clarke,
40p.

USA; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION

02293 OCCURRENCE OF STIBNITE AND METASTIBNITE
AT STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, NEVADA. Jones, J.C.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION; ANTIMONY SULFIDES; GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS;
ARSENIC SULFIDES; SODIUM COMPOUNDS; SULFUR
COMPOUNDS; ABUNDANCE; MINERALS; GEOLOGY

02294 WATER SUPPLIES IN THE PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS, Z. Helme, G.W. Philipp. J. Sci.;
10: No. 2, Sec. A, 135-69 (1915).

PHILIPPINES; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS;
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

02295 RADIOACTIVITY IN THERMAL GASES AT THE
GEYSERS, SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. Bradley,
W.W. CA Min. Bur. Rpt.; 18: No. 10, 545-
560 (1922).

NEW YORK; CALIFORNIA; THERMAL GASES;
GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; RADIATION HAZARDS;
GEOTHERMAL WELLS; BRINES; SAMPLING; SAMPLERS;
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS

02296 THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

02297 ACID GASES AND INCURSATIONS IN THE
VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND SMOKES (KATMAI, ALASKA).
Zies, E.G. pp 77-107 of Report of the director
of the geophysical laboratory, yearbook 27.
Washington; Carnegie Inst. (1928).

ALASKA; FUMAROLES; GEOCHEMISTRY; FUMAROLIC
FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; HYDROGEN SULFIDES;
HYDROCHLORIC ACID; HYDROFLUORIC ACID; ABUNDANCE

02298 GEOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES AND SURVEYS 119

02299 MINERALIZATION OF THE THERMAL WATERS OF
HOT SPRINGS AT THE GEYSERS, SONOMA COUNTY,
18: No. 10, 545-560 (1922).

NEW ZEALAND; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS;
ROCKS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS

02300 FUMAROLES AND BOILING SPRINGS OF
TUSCANY AND THE BORAX INDUSTRY. Nasini, R.
G.S. Geologi; 550 (1922).

TUSCANY; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; ORES;
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS

02301 MINERALIZATION OF THE THERMAL WATERS OF
AIX-LES-BAINS (SAVOY) AND ITS GEOLOGICAL
SIGNIFICANCE. Lepape, A.; Moret, L.; Schneider,
G. Acad. Sci. Compt. Rend.; 180: No. 10, 1706-
1710 (1924).

ITALY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;
HELIUM; ARAGONITE; PRECIPITATION; CALCIUM
CARBONATES; GEOLOGY; MINERALS

02302 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; THERMAL WATERS;
GROUNDC WATERS; GEOCHEMISTRY; VOLCANOES;
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH; HELIUM; ARGON; ORIGIN;
HYDROLOGY; GEOLOGY; NITROGEN; ORGANIC
ACIDS; OXIDATION; REDUCTION; PH VALUE; ABUNDANCE;
GEOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES AND SURVEYS


ITALY; NATURAL STEAM; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CARBONATES; ORIGIN

NEW ZEALAND; HOT SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY; MAGMA; CHLORIDES; SULFATES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GROUND WATER; HYDROGEN SULFIDES; PH VALUE; THERMAL WATERS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; GEYSERS; GEOTHERMAL FIELD; LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; STEAMBOAT SPRINGS; CALIFORNIA; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; ISOTOPE RATIO; GEOCHEMISTRY

IRON SULFIDES; ZINC SULFIDES; GEOTHERMOMETRY; SOLUBILITY; MINERALIZATION; GEOTHERMOMETERS; PERFORMANCE

JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; GEOCHEMISTRY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS; GRANITES; CARBON DIOXIDE; ORIGIN; GEOLOGY; COAL

JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; SULFUR; ALKALI METALS

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK; NEW ZEALAND; THERMAL WATERS; METEORIC WATER; HOT SPRINGS; GROUND WATER; PH VALUE; GEOCHEMISTRY; ISOTOPE RATIO; DEUTERIUM; OXYGEN 18; HYDROGEN ISOTOPE; OXYGEN ISOTOPES; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; SURFACE WATERS

JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; RADON; QUANTITY RATIO; GRANITES; THERMAL WATERS; SODIUM CHLORIDES; SULFATES; SALTINESS; ABUNDANCE; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

ITALY; HOT SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SEAWATER; METEORIC WATER; MINERAL SPRINGS

GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS; THERMAL WATERS; NATURAL STEAM; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GASES; WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; HOT SPRINGS; CHLORIDES

02334 STUDIES ON NATURAL STEAM AT EBINO HOT SPRING IN MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE. Chishitsu Chosasho Geppo; 6: No. 10, 611-620 (1955).
(In Japanese with English summary).
JAPAN; NATURAL STEAM; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMAL WATERS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; HYDROGEN SULFIDES; CARBON DIOXIDE; SULFUR DIOXIDE

METEORIC WATER; THERMAL WATERS; ISOTOPE RATIO; RAIN; EVAPORATION; CONDENSATES; GEOCHEMISTRY

02336 FLUORINE IN THERMAL SPRINGS OF LOW MINERAL CONTENT. Alekseev, A.A. Geokhimiya: No. 4, 58-63 (1956).
FLUORINE; GEOCHEMISTRY; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; FUMAROLES; ABUNDANCE

GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMAL WATERS; DEUTERIUM; OXYGEN 18; ISOTOPE RATIO; METEORIC WATER; PH VALUE; SULFATES; CHLORIDES; SURFACE WATERS; ROCKS; ISOTOPE EXCHANGE; ABUNDANCE; HYDROGEN ISOTOPE

JAPAN; GEYSERS; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

JAPAN; NATURAL STEAM; GEOCHEMISTRY; DRILLING; MATSUKAWA GEOTHERMAL FIELD; CHLORIDES; BOREHOLES; ORIGIN; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS

BOREHOLES; FRANCE; GEOCHEMISTRY; URANIUM; SULFIDES; IRON; HYDROXIDES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; DRILL CORES; THERMAL WATERS; ROCKS

VOLCANOES; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE; PRESSURE DEPENDENCE; MAGMA; METEORIC WATER; MAGMATIC WATER; ROCKS; CHEMICAL REACTIONS

HOT SPRINGS; MERCURY SULFIDES; PRECIPITATION; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CALIFORNIA

JAPAN; GEOCHRONOLOGICAL FIELDS; HOT SPRINGS; GEOLOGY; QUARTZ; FELSIFLARTS; TUFF; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SULFUR; HYDROGEN SULFIDES; ROCKS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; CLAYS; IRON
SULFIDES; BOREHOLES; STRATIFICATION


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ORIGIN; QUARTZ; CHLORIDE; CARBONIC ACID DERIVATIVES


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GERMANIUM; ABUNDANCE; BORON; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE; MINERALS; ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY


Contains tabulated analytical data. HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; LIMESTONE; IGNEOUS ROCKS; GASES; GEOTHERMISTRY; THERMAL WATERS


AFRICA; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GEOLOGICAL FAULTS; VOLCANOES; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; BRINES; MEDIUM TEMPERATURE; HELIUM; THERMAL WATERS; GEOLOGICAL FAULTS


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMISTRY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CHLORINE; HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS; CARBONATES; ABUNDANCE


NEW ZEALAND; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GAMMA RADIATION; RADIOACTIVITY; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; RADON


N. Z.; AFRICA; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GEOLOGICAL FIELD; BOREHOLES; THERMAL WATERS; SULFUR ISOTOPES; ISOPE RATIO; CHLORIDES; SULFIDES; GEOTHERMOMETRY; GROUND WATER; ORIGIN; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SULFATES


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; OXYSULFIDES; OXYCHLORIDES; ABUNDANCE; SEAWATER; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GERMANIUM; SILVER; ZINC; CHROMIUM; TRACE AMOUNTS; THERMAL WATERS; ABUNDANCE


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SULFATES; CHLORIDES; SEAWATER; COMPARATIVE


SULFUR ISOTOPES; ISOPTIC RATIO; GEOLOGICAL DEPOSITS; SULFUR; DIFFUSION; GEOTHERMOMETRY; CHEMICAL REACTIONS; ORIGIN; EARTH CRUST


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; FLOW RATE; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; QUARTZ; SANDSTONES; SHALES; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE; MINERALS; ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY


THERMAL WATERS; ISOPTIC RATIO; OXYGEN ISOTOPES; CALCULM CARBONATES; HOT SPRINGS; SEDIMENTS; ROCKS; GEOTHERMOMETRY; ERRORS; HIGH TEMPERATURE; VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE; CHEMICAL REACTIONS; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; VOLCANIC REGIONS; ROCKS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ORIGIN; CHLORINE IONS; CARBONATES; HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION; MAGMATIC WATER; BROMINE IONS; IODIUM IONS; THERMAL WATERS; ALKALI METALS


AFRICA; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CARBON DIOXIDE; YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK


NEW ZEALAND; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY; FUMAROLES; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; RADON; RADON 220; ABUNDANCE; ROCKS


USSR; HOT SPRINGS; GYERSES; VOLCANIC REGIONS; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; METEORIC WATER; ORIGIN


JAPAN; HOT SPRINGS; GEOTHERMISTRY; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE; HYDROLOGY


02373 GEOThERMOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS ON THE METALLIFEROUS DEPOSIT IN THE NISTRU BASIN, BAIA MARE REGION. Pominleau, V.V. Insit Univ. An. Stiint.; 7: No. 1, Sec. 2, 149-54(1961).


02384 ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF HYDROGEN AND
VARIATION OF VOLCANIC HYDROTHERMAL ACTIVITY.


JAPAN;HOT SPRINGS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;HYDROGEN ISOTOPES;DEUTERIUM;ISOPOE RATIO;BOILING;THERMAL WATERS


JAPAN;VOLCANIC REGIONS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK;NEW ZEALAND;ICELAND;HAWAII;SULFUR;CHLORINE;PH VALUE;MAGMATIC WATER;HOT SPRINGS;VOLCANOES

02386 CHEMICAL NATURE OF FUMAROLIC GASES OF VOLCANO SHOWASHINZAKAN, HOKKAIDO, JAPAN.


JAPAN;VOLCANOES;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE;PRESSURE DEPENDENCE;GEYSERS

02387 RESEARCHES ON THE HOT SPRING GROUP IN ARIMA.


JAPAN;HOT SPRINGS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;SALINITY;MAGMA;CARBON DIOXIDE

02388 MASS SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS IN THE THERMAL AREAS OF NEW ZEALAND, CARBON ISOTOPIC RATIOS.


NEW ZEALAND;HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS;GEOTHERMAL FIELD;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;WAIKAREI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;CARBON ISOTOPES;METHANE;CARBON DIOXIDE;BOREHOLES;FUMAROLES;ISOPOE RATIO;GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS;CHEMISTRY;THERMAL WATERS;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

02389 MASS SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS IN THE THERMAL AREAS OF NEW ZEALAND, CARBON DIOXIDE AND RESIDUAL GAS ANALYSES.


HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;CARBON DIOXIDE;METHANE;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;ARGON ISOTOPES;NITROGEN;CARBON DIOXIDE;METHANE;THERMAL WATERS;NEW ZEALAND;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS;CHEMICAL ANALYSIS;ISOTOPE RATIO;ARGON;ABUNDANCE

02390 CHEMICAL SURVEY OF THE STEAM AND WATER DISCHARGED FROM DRILLHOLES AND HOT SPRINGS AT KAWERAU.


KAWERAU GEOTHERMAL FIELD;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL SURVEYS;HOT SPRINGS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

02391 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF VOLCANIC GASES IN JAPAN.


JAPAN;VOLCANOES;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;HOT SPRINGS;HYDROGEN;CHLORINE;SULFUR DIOXIDE;HYDROGEN SULFIDES;HYDROCHLORIC ACID;SULFATES

02392 NATURE OF CHLORIDES OF DEEP BRINES.


USSS;BRINES;VOLCANIC REGIONS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;ARTESIAN BASINS;MINERALIZATION;MINERALS;HYDROCARBONS;MAGMA;SODIUM CHLORIDES

02393 CARBONATE MINERAL WATERS OF KAMCHATKA.


USSS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;ION EXCHANGE;CUNATE WATER;FELDSPARS;LEACHING;CHLORIDES;CARBONATES;MAGNESIUM;CALCIUM;SODIUM;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;GEOLoGy;CALCIUM CARBONATES;HOT SPRINGS

02394 CARBON DIOXIDE AND HYDROGEN SULFIDE CONTENT OF STEAM FROM DRILLHOLES AT WAIRAKEI, NEW ZEALAND.


NEW ZEALAND;WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;NATURAL STEAM;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;CARBON DIOXIDE;HYDROGEN SULFIDES;BOREHOLES;THERMAL WATERS;ORIGIN

02395 GEOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF GEYSERS IN JAPAN.


JAPAN;GEYSERS;GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;HOT SPRINGS;FLOW RATE

02396 VOLCANIC GASES IN JAPAN.


JAPAN;VOLCANIC REGIONS;HOT SPRINGS;VOLCANOES;FUMAROLES;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;RADIOACTIVITY;FUMAROLIC FLUIDS;THERMAL WATERS;RADIUM;THORIUM;ABUNDANCE

02397 ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATERS OF LAMALOU HOT SPRINGS.


NEW ZEALAND;HYDROTHERMAL AREAS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;GEOLOGY;GEOCHEMISTRY

02398 CARBON ISOPOE COMPOSITION OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE FROM STEAM JETS OF TUSCANY.


From Geothermal Areas Symposium; Spoleto, Italy (9-13 Sep 1973).

LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD;NATURAL STEAM;CARBON DIOXIDE;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;METHANE;EXPLORATION;ISOTOPE DATING;GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS;SAMPLING;CHEMICAL ANALYSIS;ISOTOPE EXCHANGE

02399 CHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT WAIRAKEI.


NEW ZEALAND;WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;THERMAL WATERS;BOREHOLES;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;CHLORIDES;ABUNDANCE;GEOLOGIC FAULTS;GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS

02400 BORON IN WATERS AND ROCKS OF NEW ZEALAND HYDROTHERMAL AREAS.


NEW ZEALAND;ROCKS;THERMAL WATERS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;BORON;CHLORIDES;ABUNDANCE;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS

02401 CONDITIONS OF RECENT HYDROTHERMAL METAMORPHISM OF VOLCANIC ROCKS.


NEW ZEALAND;HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;VOLCANIC ROCKS;WAIKAREI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;CHEMICAL REACTIONS;HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION;LEACHING;QUARTZITES;ZOELITES;PH VALUE;METAMORPHIC ROCKS;ZONE

02402 ISOTOPE COMPOSITION AND ORIGIN OF THE THERMAL WATERS AND GASES OF THE MASSIF CENTRAL.


FRANCE;THERMAL WATERS;ISOTOPE RATIO;OXYGEN ISOTOPE;DISSOLVED CARBON;CARBON
GEOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES AND SURVEYS

DIOXIDE; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE; CARBON ISOtopes; MAGMATIC WATER; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ORIGIN

02403 HYDROGEOCHEMICAL MATERIALS. Bogomolov, G.V.; Balashov, L.S. (eds.). Moscow; USSR; Akad. Nauk SSSR, Lab. Girogeol. Problem (1963). 130p. SURFACE WATERS; GROUND WATER; THERMAL WATERS; GEOCHEMISTRY; SALINITY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CLAYS


THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CALCIUM; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; PHOTOMETRY; SULFATES; SILICON OXIDES; POTASSIUM; SODIUM; ALUMINIUM; PHOSPHATES; MAGNESIUM


SOUTH AFRICA; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; SALINITY; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; THERMAL WATERS


NEW ZEALAND; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; TRITIUM; ISOPOTE RATIO; GEOCHEMISTRY; ABUNDANCE; HYDROGEN ISOtopes; CHLORIDES; ENTHALPY


From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).

NEW ZEALAND; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; WAIKARI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; FUMAROLES; CARBON 13; CARBON DIOXIDE; METHANE; SULFUR ISOtopes; ISOPOTE RATIO; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; HYDROGEN ISOtopes; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; DEUTERIUM; OXYGEN 16; OXYGEN 18; GEOTHERMOMETRY; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS


NEW ZEALAND; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SULFATES; CARBONATES; HOT SPRINGS; BOREHOLES


NEW ZEALAND; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SULFATES; SILOPOTE OXIDES; SALINITY


SOUTH VIETNAM; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; SILICON OXIDES; SALINITY


From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).

THERMAL WATERS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; HOT SPRINGS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; BY-PRODUCTS; HYDROGEN SULFIDES; SAMPLING; BORIC ACID; AMMONIA; NATURAL STEAM; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS


From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).

GEOTHERMAL WATERS; GAS ANALYSIS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; NATURAL STEAM; SAMPLING; QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY; ARGON; HELIUM; MOLECULAR SIEVES; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; METHANE; NITROGEN; CARBON DIOXIDE; HYDROGEN

02414 MINERAL WATER CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO THEIR CHEMISTRY AND GEOCHEMISTRY. Lecoq, H. Paris; France; J. Rothschild (1864). 463p. HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; GEOCHEMISTRY; MINERAL SPRINGS


MAGMA; GASES; MAGMATIC WATER; VOLCANOES; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; DEPOSITS; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; PRESSURE DEPENDENCE; TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE


SOUTH AFRICA; TRANSVAAL; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION


WAIKARI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; THERMAL WATERS; HOT SPRINGS; GEYSERS; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS; NATURAL STEAM; NEW ZEALAND


From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).

HOT SPRINGS; PH VALUE; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; ISOTOPE SEPARATION; DEUTERIUM; CORRELATIONS; SPECTROSCOPY; THERMAL WATERS; INFRARED SPECTRA; EL SALVADOR; GEOCHEMISTRY

02419 POSSIBILITY OF USING THE SYSTEM ZNS + FES AS A GEOLOGIC THERMOMETER. Kudenko, A.A.; Stetsenko, V.P. Geokhimiya; No. 11, 1152-1156 (1964).

GEOTHERMETERS; COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS; PERFORMANCE; ERRORS; ZINC SULFIDES; IRON SULFIDES; GEOTHERMOMETRY; MEASURING METHODS; INCLUSIONS

02420 MINERAL WATERS IN BULGARIA. Chiterev, K.; Martinov, S.L.; Levterov, B.K. Genie 1; 141: No. 8, 161-164 (1964).

BULGARIA; MINERAL SPRINGS; HOT SPRINGS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; GASES

02421 QUESTION OF THE HYDROTHERMAL METAMORPHISM OF ROCKS IN POST-VOLCANIC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes as exemplified in Ebeko volcano</td>
<td>Sidorov, S.S. Dokl., Earth Sci. Sect. (Engl. Transl.); 154: No. 1-6, 153-154(1964).</td>
<td>USSR; Volcanics; Hydrothermal alteration; Thermal waters; Chemical composition; Potassium; Volcanic rocks; Alunite; Sodium; Quantity ratio; Geologic deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan; Hot springs; Mineral springs; Geochemistry; Thermal waters; Chemical composition; Sulfur; Hydrogen sulfides; Sodium; Chlorides; Carbon dioxide; Abundance; Temperature measurement; Volcanic regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan; Hot springs; Geochemistry; Thermal waters; Chemical composition; Sulfates; Chlorine; Hydrogen compounds; Abundance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand; Geothermal exploration; Thermal waters; Wairakei geothermal field; Chemical composition; Aquifers; Geothermal fluids; Sodium chlorides; Silicon oxides; Calcium carbonates; Sulfur; Hydrogen sulfides; Volcanic rocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry of thermal water and gases in Iceland</td>
<td>Sigvaldason, G.E. pp 160-1 of International Symposium Volcanol., New Zealand, Proceedings (1965).</td>
<td>Iceland; Thermal waters; Chemical composition; Hot springs; Basalt; Volcanic regions; Geologic deposits; Leaching; Salts</td>
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NEW MEXICO; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; HOT-DRY-ROCK SYSTEMS; BOREHOLES; WELL LOGGING; DRILLING; SPECIFICATIONS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS; THERMAL WATERS; DEPOSITS; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS

02648 (PB--205161D) DEEP GEOTHERMAL TEST WELl, GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CA. (DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT).
(Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder City, NV). Jan 1972. 19p. NTIS $3.00; $0.95 (af).
GEOTHERMAL WELLS; IMPERIAL VALLEY; BOREHOLES; CALIFORNIA; DRILLING; ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

02649 (PB--205161-D) PROPOSED DEEP GEOTHERMAL TEST WELl, GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA. (DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT).
IMPERIAL VALLEY; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; BOREHOLES; DRILLING; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; EXPLORATION; POTENTIAL WELL DEPTH; DESALINATION; BRINES; LAND USE; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; PLANNING; WELL DRILLING

02650 (PB--205161-F) PROPOSED DEEP GEOTHERMAL TEST WELl, GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CA (FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT). Apr 1972. 82p. NTIS $3.00.
Potential well depth 4000-8000 ft. DRILLING; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; IMPERIAL VALLEY; CALIFORNIA; NATURAL STEAM; BRINES; ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

02651 (PB--237111) DRILLING AT THE SUMMIT OF KILAUEA VOLCANO.
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; VOLCANOES; DRILLING; HAWAII; BASALT; BOREHOLES; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

02652 HOW TO DRILL FOR UNDERGROUND STEAM.
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; WELL DRILLING; REVIEWS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; EQUIPMENT; NATURAL STEAM; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; POWER GENERATION; COST

02653 DEEP THERMAL FLUX IN KOLKHOZA LOWLAND.
USSR; BOREHOLES; THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; DEPTH; HEAT FLOW; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; HEAT; ENERGY YIELD

02654 PRELIMINARY LIST OF DEEP BORINGS IN THE UNITED STATES.
USA; BOREHOLES; FLUID FLOW; WATER

02655 TEMPERATURE IN WORLD'S DEEPEST WELLS.
Van Ostrand, C.E. Oil Gas J.; 26: No. 48, 64(1928).
BOREHOLES; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; CALIFORNIA; TEXAS; OKLAHOMA; WYOMING

02656 GUIDE TO DEEP-DRILLING TECHNIQUE.
Stein, P. Berlin; Julius Springer (1932).
GEOTHERMAL WELLS; DEPTh; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL WELLS

02657 RESULTS OF WELL TEMPERATURE TESTS IN WYOMING.
Taylor, B. Petrol. Engr.; 3: No. 8, 64(1932).
WYOMING; BOREHOLES; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

02658 GEOTHERMIC MEASUREMENTS IN WELLS. Chahazeroq, D.; Petrol. Minas; 13: No. 11, 5-7(1933).
BOREHOLES;TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; THERMOMETERS; SPECIFICATIONS; PERFORMANCE; ACCURACY

BOREHOLES; ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; PERFORMANCE

02660 TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN THE WORLD'S DEEPEST WELL. Bell, A.H. Min. Met. (New York); 19: No. 381, 410(1938).
BOREHOLES; GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; ACCURACY; CALIFORNIA

02661 THERMAL CORING OF WELLS. Diakonov, D.J.; Neft. Khuz.; 19: No. 6, 5-9(1938).
BOREHOLES; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; ROCKS; THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

02662 NEW MILE POST IN DEEP DRILLING. McMasters, J.H.; Petrol. World; 38: No. 6, 39-46(1941).
San Joaquín Valley. CALIFORNIA; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; BOREHOLES; DRILLING; WELL LOGGING; GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; GEOLOGY; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS

02663 ELECTRICAL LOGGING. Bowsky, M.C.; Mines Mag.; 31: No. 3, 115-16(1941). Effects of mud. ELECTRIC CABLES; ELECTRODES; WELL LOGGING; DIELECTRIC MATERIALS; ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS

BOREHOLES; WELL LOGGING; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; FLUID FLOW; FLOW RATE; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; PETROLEUM

02665 STUDY OF THE HYPOTHETICAL VERTICALLY ASCENDING CURRENT OF JUVENILE WATER. Aquilina, C.; Riv. Geomineraria Geol., Geofisica Appl.; 3: No. 2, 19-32(1942). GROUND WATER; VAPOR CONDENSATION; HIGH TEMPERATURE; NATURAL STEAM; DEPTH; GEOLOGIC STRATA; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; WELL DRILLING

BOREHOLES; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; MEASURING METHODS; TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS; ROCKS; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES; WELL LOGGING

02667 TEMPERATURE WELL-LOGGING HEAT CONDUCTION. Guyod, H.C.; Oil Weekly; 123: No. 8, 35-40(1946). (BM-IC-7714). WELL LOGGING; ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY; THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY; EXPLORATION; PROSPECTING; GEOLoGIC DEPOSITS; GEOLOGIC FAULTS; EARTH CRUST; HEAT FLOW; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

BOREHOLES; MEASURING METHODS; WELL LOGGING; MEETINGS; COST; ECONOMICS; BIBLIOGRAPHIES

ARGENTINA; GEOTHERMAL WELLS; THERMAL WATERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITION; MINERALS; ABUNDANCE; DEPTH; PHYSICAL PROPERTIES; CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

02670 RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY DRILLING IN CAMPI FLEGREI REGION AND OF PROSPECTING FOR VAPOR, THERMAL WATER, AND ENDOGENOUS FORCES. Pente, F.; Conf. Geofis. Ann. Geofis. (Rome); 4: No. 3, 369-85(1951). (In Italian). MEASURED water temperatures to 225°C. ITALY; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; ELECTRIC POWER; POWER GENERATION; THERMAL WATERS; NATURAL STEAM; DRILLING; BOREHOLES

SOUTH AFRICA; TRANSVAAL; REMOTE SENSING; GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS; BOREHOLES; ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; THERMOMETERS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

BOREHOLES; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; WELL LOGGING; THERMOMETERS; VARIATIONS; LITHOLOGY

02673 BOREHOLE TEMPERATURE MEASURING EQUIPMENT AND THE GEOTHERMAL FLUX IN TASMANIA. Newstead, G.; Beck, A.; Aust. J. Phys.; 6: No. 4, 480-9(1953). 2 X 10^-6 cal/cm²/sec. TASMANIA; BOREHOLES; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; HEAT FLOW; THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY; ROCKS; THERMISTORS; THERMOMETERS; DESIGN

BOREHOLES; TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION; THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

ITALY; MINERAL SPRINGS; GEOCHEMISTRY; METEORIC WATER; MAGMATIC WATER; MIXING

BOREHOLES; WELL LOGGING; ROCKS; RADIOACTIVITY; POROSITY; TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS; PERMEABILITY

WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; BOREHOLES; FLOW RATE; NATURAL STEAM; FUMAROLIC FLUIDS; MASS TRANSFER

HEAT TRANSFER; WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; BOREHOLES; FLOW RATE; THERMAL WATERS; NATURAL STEAM


New Zealand: boreholes; temperature distribution; geothermal exploration; flow rate; fluid flow; mass transfer


Boreholes; well logging; temperature distribution; diagrams; images; temperature measurement; measuring instruments


Geophysical surveys; boreholes; temperature gradients; rocks; age estimation; earth crust; geological surveys; heat flow; gravity surveys


Boreholes; drilling fluids; temperature distribution; thermal equilibrium; thermistors; temperature measurement; measuring instruments; geologic strata


Boreholes; drilling; rocks; rock drilling; thermal equilibrium; drilling fluids; temperature dependence; time dependence; thermodynamic properties; geology; hydrology


Boreholes; fumaroles; Indonesia; geothermal fields; temperature measurement; pressure measurement; geothermal exploration


Italy; Monte Amiata geothermal field; geothermal wells; well drilling; power generation; natural steam


Japan; geothermal fields; chemical composition; abundance; thermal waters; temperature measurement; steamboat springs


Rocks; thermal equilibrium; boreholes; rock drilling; drilling fluids; disturbances; zones; heating; cooling


Rocks; drilling; rock boreholes; thermal equilibrium; time dependence


Boreholes; drilling; drilling fluids; thermal stresses; well logging; permeability; reliability; temperature dependence; sound waves; velocity; sandstones; geophysical surveys


Boreholes; temperature measurement; temperature gradients; thermometers; electric conductivity; design; polar regions; rocks; platinum


Seismic surveys; boreholes; geophysical surveys; clay
SALTON SEA;GEOTHERMAL WELLS;WELL DRILLING; NATURAL STEAM;ELECTRIC POWER;POWER POTENTIAL; BRINES;RECOVERY;MEXICO;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; CALIFORNIA
From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;BOREHOLES;GEOTHERMAL WELLS; DRILLING;POWER POTENTIAL;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;WELL DRILLING
From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).
GEOTHERMAL WELLS;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; HYDROLOGY;NATURAL STEAM;VOLCANIC REGIONS;TESTING;MEASURING METHODS
From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).
WELL DRILLING;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION; BOREHOLES;VOLCANIC ROCKS;HIGH TEMPERATURE; MEDIUM TEMPERATURE
BOREHOLES;ROCKS;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;TIME DEPENDENCE;EQUATIONS;THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
ROCKS;DRILLING;BOREHOLES;THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
BOREHOLES;DRILLING;EQUIPMENT;MEASURING METHODS
CANADA;BOREHOLES;PLANNING;HEAT FLOW;DRILLING
USSR;BOREHOLES;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS;PLANNING;WELL DRILLING; RESEARCH PROGRAMS;ROCKS;PHYSICAL PROPERTIES; VERY HIGH PRESSURE;HIGH TEMPERATURE;MEASURING METHODS
AUSTRALIA;BOREHOLES;THermal CONDUCTIVITY; HEAT FLOW;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;GEOLoGIC STRATA
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS;HYDROLOGY
SOC. PROF. WELL LOG ANALYSTS (1967).
From 8th Annual Society of Professional Well Log Analysts Logging Symposium; Denver, CO (1967).
GROUND WATER;HYDROLOGY;WELL LOGGING; GEOPHYSICS
(Japanese with English abstract).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;DRILLING;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;HOT SPRINGS;JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;BOREHOLES
(Japanese with English abstract).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;DRILLING;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;HOT SPRINGS;JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;BOREHOLES
(Japanese with English abstract).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;DRILLING;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;HOT SPRINGS;JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;BOREHOLES
(Japanese with English abstract).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;DRILLING;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;HOT SPRINGS;JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;BOREHOLES
(Japanese with English abstract).
GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;DRILLING;TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS;HOT SPRINGS;JAPAN;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;BOREHOLES
SIBIRSKOE OTDEL.; VOLKANOLOG. ST. BYULL.; No. 44, 60-6(1966).
KUNASHIR ISLAND;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;USSR; GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;USES;SPACE HEATING; GREENHOUSES;POWER GENERATION;GEOTHERMAL WELLS; HYDROLOGY;VOLCANIC REGIONS;HOT-WATER SYSTEMS; BOREHOLES;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;DRILLING


02704 CORED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS; IGNEOUS ROCKS; BOREHOLES; DRILLING; DEPTH; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS


02707 ROCKS; POROSITY; WELL LOGGING; DRILL CORES; ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY; AQUIFERS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS


02709 ROCKS; CARBONATES; POROSITY; MEASURING METHODS; WELL LOGGING; ELECTRIC CURRENTS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; AQUIFERS


02711 ROCKS; CARBONATES; POROSITY; MEASURING METHODS; WELL LOGGING; ELECTRIC CURRENTS; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS; AQUIFERS


02713 WELL LOGGING; ELECTRODES; ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY; ERRORS; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS


02715 WELL LOGGING; MEASURING METHODS; PERFORMANCE; ELECTRODES; ELECTRIC MATERIALS; ELECTRODES; ELECTRICAL SURVEYS

02716 STUDY OF FRACTURED RESERVOIRS WITH THE HELP OF WELL-LOGGING TECHNIQUES. Itenberg,
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY


ROCKS;WATER RESERVOIRS;MEASURING METHODS;
WELL LOGGING;DRILL CORES;BOREHOLES;FRACTURES

02741 SOME PROBLEMS OF ESTIMATING THE
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS
BY EXPLORATION WELLS. Andronov, A.; Sokolov, L.;
Geofizika; Vol. 15, No. 1, 32-43 (1971).

WELL LOGGING;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;ERRORS;
PHASE SHIFT

02742 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN DEEP WELLS
OF THE PRIPET TROUGH. Bogolosov, G.V.;
Tsybulin, A.; Atroshchenko, P.P.; Kutasov, I.M.

USER;GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS;BOREHOLES;
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;HEAT FLOW;GEOPHYSICAL
SURVEYS

02743 GEOTHERMAL PROSPECTING IN SHALLOW HOLES
AND ITS LIMITATIONS. Dedovka, D.; Halusek, J.
(Institut für Geophysik, Prague, Czechoslovakia);
Kromer, P.; Prihoda, K. (SciTech Ltd., Downview,

From UN Symposium on the Development and Utilization of Geothermal Resources, Vol. 2;
Part 2; Pisa (1972).

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;EXPLORATION;
THERMOMETERS;DESIGN;BOREHOLES

02744 ESTIMATION OF HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS BY
MEANS OF WELL-HEAD OBSERVATIONS. Yuhara, K.
(National Res. Cent. for Disaster Prev., Tokyo, Japan).

STEAM;ORIGIN;TEMPERATURE;GEOTHERMAL WELLS;
PERFORMANCE;HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS;BOILING;
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE;PRESSURE DEPENDENCE;
GROUND LEVEL

02745 COMPLEX INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
OF GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING INVESTIGATIONS AND GAS
LOGGING USING A COMPUTER. Pomerants, L.I.;
Sokhranov, N.N.; Komarov, Yu.S. Prikl.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;CHEMICAL SURVEYS;WELL
LOGGING;DATA PROCESSING;COMPUTERS

02746 DEVELOPMENTS IN GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS. Andrasny, L.; Barat,
I.; Liptai, F.; Sarkadi, O.; Rosz; Salamon,
B.; Sebestyen, K.; Szalai, M.; Tatar, J.
Magyar Alkami Arnyal; Lajost and Geofizik.

HUNGARY;WELL LOGGING;BOREHOLES;MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS;POROSITY;ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS;
CALIBRATION;DESIGN

02747 FORMATION EVALUATION BY INSPECTION
WITH THE BOREHOLE TELEVIEWER. Zemanek, J.
(Mobil Research and Development Corp., Dallas, TX).

GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS;WELL LOGGING;FRACTURES;
BOREHOLES;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;SOUND WAVES;
ACOUSTIC TESTING;TELEVISION;REMOTE VIEWING;
EQUIPMENT;GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS

02748 TEST METHOD TO DETERMINE GEOTHERMAL HEAT
FLOW USING SHALLOW BOREHOLES. Miseken, U.I.;
Duchkov, A.D.; Sokolova, L.S. (Akad. der
Wissenschaften der UdSSR, Novosibirsk,
Soviet Union). Tectonophysica; 10: No. 1-3,
899-909 (Sep 1970).

HEAT FLOW;BOREHOLES;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;
THERMOMETERS

02749 GEYSERING ACTION IN A DRILLED WELL;
CRUMP LAKE COUNTY, OREGON. Rinehart, J.S.
75: No. 32, 6714-16 (10 Nov 1970).

GEOTHERMAL WELLS;GEYSERS;DEPTH;TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION;WELL DRILLING

02750 TEST DRILLING FOR THERMAL WATER
RESOURCE IN KUMAISHICHÔ, HIYAMA PROVINCE,
MOROAKI, JAPAN. Suzuki, T. (Hokkaidoritu
Chikshigen Chosa kaikan, Japan). Chika Shingen

JAPAN;THERMAL WATERS;WELL DRILLING;FLOW RATE;
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;
CARBONATES;CALCIUM COMPOUNDS;MAGNESIUM
COMPOUNDS;SODIUM CHLORIDES

02751 ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN LOGGING
PARAMETERS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON CALCULATING
WATER SATURATION. Kheli, C. pp A1-A16 of
SPHL Logging Symposium, 12th Annual, Dallas,
TX, 1971, Transactions. Houston, TX; Soc. Prof.
Well Log Analysts (1971).

WELL LOGGING;ERRORS;CLAY;ELECTRIC
CONDUCTIVITY;WATER;SATURATION

02752 WELL LOCATION MAP, PINAL COUNTY,
ARIZONA; WELLS DRILLED FOR HYDROCARBON, HELIUM,
AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; STRATIGRAPHIC
INFORMATION AND SELECTED WELLS DRILLED FOR
WATER. Koester, E.A.; Conley, J.N. Scale 1: 500,000.
USA; Arizona Oil Gas Conserv. Comm. (1972).

ARIZONA;BOREHOLES;MAPS;GEOTHERMAL
EXPLORATION;HYDROCARBONS;PROSPECTING;WATER
RESOURCES;STRATIGRAPHY;PETROLEUM DEPOSITS;
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;WELL DRILLING

02753 GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION IN GUADALOUPE.
Demiers d'Archibaud, J.; Surcin, J. Rev.
Geogr. Phys. Geol. Dyn.; 14: No. 3, 211-

WEST INDIES;ISLANDS;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;
BOREHOLES;STRATIGRAPHY;GROUND WATER;CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION;THERMAL WATERS

02754 WELL LOCATION MAP, MARICOPA COUNTY,
ARIZONA; WELLS DRILLED FOR HYDROCARBON, HELIUM,
AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; STRATIGRAPHIC
INFORMATION AND SELECTED WELLS DRILLED FOR
WATER. Conley, J.N.; Koester, E.A. Scale 1: 500,000.
USA; Arizona Oil Gas Conserv. Comm. (1972).

ARIZONA;BOREHOLES;MAPS;GEOTHERMAL
EXPLORATION;HYDROCARBONS;PROSPECTING;WATER
RESOURCES;STRATIGRAPHY;PETROLEUM DEPOSITS;
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;WELL DRILLING

02755 WELL LOCATION MAP, COCHISE COUNTY,
ARIZONA; WELLS DRILLED FOR HYDROCARBON, HELIUM,
AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; STRATIGRAPHIC
INFORMATION AND SELECTED WELLS DRILLED FOR
WATER. Koester, E.A.; Conley, J.N. Scale 1: 500,000.
USA; Arizona Oil Gas Conserv. Comm. (1972).

ARIZONA;BOREHOLES;MAPS;GEOTHERMAL
EXPLORATION;HYDROCARBONS;PROSPECTING;WATER
RESOURCES;STRATIGRAPHY;PETROLEUM DEPOSITS;
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;WELL DRILLING

02756 DRILLING FOR GEOTHERMAL STEAM AND HOT
WATER. Matsuo, K. (Geothermal Energy
Armsled, H.C.H. (ed.). Paris; United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Geothermal Wells;WELL DRILLING;DRILL CORES;
BOREHOLES;TEMPERAL WATERS;NATURAL STEAM;
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

02757 GEOTHERMAL STUDIES IN NEW MEXICO
AND SOUTHERN COLORADO. Edwards, C.L.; Reiter,
M.A.; Weldman, C. (New Mexico Inst. Mining
and Technol., Socorro, USA). EOS, Trans.,
NEW MEXICO;COLORADO;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;
BOREHOLES;WELL LOGGING;DATA;GEOLOGIC FAULTS;
HEAT FLOW


02759 GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, SPECIAL REPORT TEST WELL MESA 6-1. Denver, CO; Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region (Feb 1973). 44p. GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;IMPERIAL VALLEY;DRILLING;THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES;GEOTHERMAL WELLS;PERMEABILITY;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;THERMAL WATERS;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;HOT-WATER SYSTEMS;SODIUM CHLORIDES;POTASSIUM CHLORIDES;SILICON OXIDES


02761 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEDIMENTS FROM DRILL CHIPS, CORES, AND GEOPHYSICAL LOG PARAMETERS. Goss, R.; Combs, J. EOS, Trans., Amer. Geophys. Union; 55: No. 4, 423(1974). Mesa geothermal anomaly, Dunes geothermal anomaly, BOREHOLES;WELL DRILLING;SEDIMENTS;THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY;WELL LOGGING;DRILL CORES;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;HEAT FLOW;IMPERIAL VALLEY;POROSITY;PERMEABILITY;ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY;CALIFORNIA

02762 GEOPHYSICAL LOGS FROM THE KILAUEA GEOTHERMAL RESEARCH DRILL HOLE. Keller, G.V.; Murray, J.C.; Towe, G.H. Soc. Prof. Well Log Anal. Ann. Logging Symp., Trans.; No. 15, Li-LI(1974). HAWAII;BOREHOLES;WELL LOGGING;GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;IGNEOUS ROCKS;BASALT;POROSITY;PHYSICAL PROPERTIES;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

02763 DEEP DRILLING IN AN ACTIVE GEOTHERMAL AREA IN THE AZORES. Muecke, O.K.; Ade-Hall, J.M.; Aumento, F.; MacDonald, A.; Reynolds, P.H.; Hyndman, R.D. (Dalhousie Univ., Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada); Quintino, J. (Observatorio Afonso Chaves, Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel, Azores, Portugal); Oddyke, N.; Lowrie, W. (Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Palisades, NY). Nature (London); 252: 281-5(22 Nov 1974). PORTUGAL;WELL DRILLING;GEOLoGY;AZORES ISLANDS;GEOTHERMAL FIELDS;GEOLoGIC STRATA;PETROLEO

REGULATIONS

02765 (EIS-CA-73-1681-F-1-GA) GEOTHERMAL LEASING PROGRAM. VOLUME I: PROMULGATION OF LEASING AND OPERATING REGULATIONS. FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. (Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. (USA)). 24 Oct 1973. 519p. GPO $4.20. REGULATIONS;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;LEGAL ASPECTS;ENERGY SOURCES;ELECTRIC POWER;ENERGY SOURCES;ENVIRONMENT;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;LAND LEASING

02766 (EIS-CA-73-1681-F-2-GA) GEOTHERMAL LEASING PROGRAM. VOLUME II: LEASING OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES IN THREE CALIFORNIA AREAS. FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. (Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. (USA)). 24 Oct 1973. 547p. GPO $5.85. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;LEGAL ASPECTS;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;LAND LEASING;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;CALIFORNIA;ENERGY SOURCES;REGULATIONS;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

02767 (EIS-CA-73-1681-F-4-GA) GEOTHERMAL LEASING PROGRAM. VOLUME IV: APPENDIX I. COMMENTS ON DRAFT IMPACT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED REGULATIONS. FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. (Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. (USA)). 24 Oct 1973. 728p. GPO $5.65. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;LEGAL ASPECTS;REGULATIONS;CALIFORNIA;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;ENERGY SOURCES;OPERATION;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;LAND LEASING

02768 (EIS-CA-1681-F-3-GA) GEOTHERMAL LEASING PROGRAM. VOLUME III. APPENDIX II. PROPOSED LEASING AND OPERATING REGULATIONS. FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. (Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. (USA)). 24 Oct 1973. 701p. GPO $5.60. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;ENERGY SOURCES;LEGAL ASPECTS;REGULATIONS;ENVIROHMEN;GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;LAND LEASING


02770 PUBLIC HEARING ON GEOTHERMAL ENERGY AND ASSOCIATED MINERAL RESOURCES. Palm Springs, CA; State of California, Senate Fact-Finding Committee on Nat. Res. (1965). 177p. CALIFORNIA;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;HEARINGS;MINERAL RESOURCES;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

02771 CALIFORNIA LAWS FOR THE CONSERVATION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY (CHAPTER 1483, STATUTES OF 1965), AN ACT TO ADD CHAPTER 1, DIVISION 3, TO THE PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE, RELATING TO GEOTHERMAL ENERGY AND ASSOCIATED RESOURCES. Sacramento; State of California (1965). CALIFORNIA;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;LAW;REGULATIONS

REGULATIONS

02764 (CONF-741145--1) SUMMARY GUIDE TO THE INSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY INDUSTRY. Finn, D.F.X. (Geothermal Energy Inst., San Francisco, Calif. (USA)). 10 Dec 1974. 10p. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY Institute, 680 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94133. From Annual meeting Society of Economic Geologists; Miami, Florida, USA (18 Nov 1974). GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES;REGULATIONS;LEGAL ASPECTS;PLANNING;RECOMMENDATIONS;ENVIRONMENT;INDUSTRY;LEGISLATION;LEASES;TAXES;GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION;GEOTHERMAL ENERGY;GOVERNMENT POLICIES

02772 LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE GEOTHERMAL
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02986 ONLY GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT IN THE UNITED STATES SOON TO BE WORLD'S LARGEST. (Aware, Community Performance Publications, Inc.). Aware; No. 25, 14 (Oct 1972).
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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

PERFORMANCE; ITALY; LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; EQUIPMENT

03007 POWER GENERATION FROM HOT SPRING. Engr.: 174: 660-1, 691-3(1952). (UCRL--5298). Larderello, TUSCANY REPUBLIC; HOT SPRINGS; POWER GENERATION; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; MINING; TIN

03008 POWER GENERATION FROM HOT SPRING. Engineering: 174: No. 4530, 4531, v(Dec 1952). GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; HOT SPRINGS; ITALY; SPECIFICATIONS; ELECTRIC POWER; POWER GENERATION
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03020 GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY AT NEW ZEALAND GEOTHERMAL STEAM POWER STATION. Gray, C.M. At. Energy A.: 7: No. 3, 711-14(1960). WAIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY; PIPELINES; NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; GAMMA SOURCES; PIPE JOINTS; WELDED JOINTS; NEW ZEALAND; RADIOISOTOPES


03024 GEYSER STEAM IS GOOD BUY. Herron, E.A. Power Eng.: 70: No. 4, 48-50(Apr 1966). GEYSERS; STEAM; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; CASES; CORROSION EFFECTS; SPECIFICATIONS

03025 CALIFORNIA GEOTHERMAL PLANTS. Moxey, R. Ind. Mineraria: 19: No. 8, Sec. 2, 440-7(1963). CALIFORNIA; GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; OPERATION; PERFORMANCE; ELECTRIC POWER; POWER GENERATION; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; NATURAL STEAM; ITALY; NEW ZEALAND; GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES; ENERGY RESERVES

03026 PROGRESS OF GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT IN


GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS:MAINTENANCE;STEAM TURBINES;CHEMICAL PROPERTIES;PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.


GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS;LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD;ITALY;OPERATION;PERFORMANCE;EFFICIENCY;EQUIPMENT;POWER GENERATION.
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12,000 kW output, 1.5 kg/cm² saturated steam. OTAKE GEOTHERMAL FIELD;GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS;ENGINEERING;DESIGN;STEAM;SPECIFICATIONS;HOT-WATER SYSTEMS;JAPAN.


100,000 kW plant capacity. GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS;OPERATION;PILOT PLANTS;ENGINEERING;DESIGN;STEAM;SPECIFICATIONS;HOT-WATER SYSTEMS;JAPAN;STEAM TURBINES.


GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS;USSR;BINARY CYCLES;FREON;POWER GENERATION;OPERATION;GAS TURBINES;PARATUNKA GEOTHERMAL FIELD;HEAT EXCHANGERS.


WAKIRAKEI GEOTHERMAL FIELD;FLASHING THERMAL WATER;BOREHOLES;RECOVERY;STEAM SEPARATORS;HOT-WATER SYSTEMS;GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS.


MATSUKAWA GEOTHERMAL FIELD;GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS;OPERATION;FLUID FLOW;CHEMICAL COMPOSITION;PRESSURE MEASUREMENT;TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT;CORROSION;PIPELINES;DESIGN;SPECIFICATIONS;THERMAL WATER;GEOTHERMAL WELLS;JAPAN;PERFORMANCE;TRANSPORT;NATURAL STEAM.
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03049 DEVELOPMENT OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN MEXICO. Salazar, A.G. Soc. Geol. Mex., Conv. Nac.; Mem.; No. 2, 152-3 (1972). MEXICO; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; OPERATION; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; ELECTRIC POWER; GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION


03052 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES AT OTAKE GEOTHERMAL POWER STATION. Ueno, T. (Kyushu Electric Power Co.). Nenryo Kyokai-shi; 51: No. 541, 291-6 (May 1972). OTAKE GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; OPERATION; PERFORMANCE; JAPAN

03053 LARDERELLO AND MONTE AMIATA-ELECTRIC POWER FROM ENDOGENOUS STEAM. Elektrotechnica; 59: No. 6, 83-5 (Aug 1971). LARDERELLO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; MONTE AMIATA GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOLOGY; MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY; EXPLOITATION; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; ELECTRIC POWER; POWER GENERATION; NATURAL STEAM; OPERATION

03054 NEW GEOTHERMAL FIELD STARTS PRODUCING. Elec. World; 26-9 (1 Aug 1972). CERRO PRIETO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; STEAM MUFFLERS; DESIGN; EQUIPMENT; WELL DRILLING; GEOTHERMAL WELLS


03058 GEOTHERMAL POWER STILL IFfy. Weijsmantel, G. Chem. Eng.; 80: No. 6, 40-41 (1973). GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; OPERATION; EFFICIENCY; ELECTRIC POWER; PRODUCTION; COST; CERRO PRIETO GEOTHERMAL FIELD; BRINES; CORROSIVE EFFECTS; ENVIRONMENT; POLLUTION; PERFORMANCE; WASTE DISPOSAL; DESALINATION


03061 TECHNOLOGICAL 'BREAKTHROUGH' PROMISES TO TAP GEOTHERMAL POWER CHEAPLY. Anon. Eng. Mining J.; 174: No. 3, 26 (Mar 1973). DOWNHOLE HEAT EXCHANGERS; HEAT EXCHANGERS; GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS; BRINES; CORROSION RESISTANCE; HEAT TRANSFER; DESIGN; STEAM

03062 HEAT-STORAGE WELLS FOR CONSERVING ENERGY AND REDUCING THERMAL POLLUTION. Meyer,
Power Conversion Systems
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From a. Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Univ. Pennsylvania Thermodynamic cycles; Geothermal energy; Geothermal energy conversion; Efficiency; Heat; depth; Waste disposal; Thermoelectric Conversion.


Italy; Geothermal power plants; Binary cycles; Natural steam; Steam turbines; Performance; operation; Alkanes; organic chlorine compounds; heat exchangers; Thermal waters.


Normal output of 22,000 kW and maximum of 26,000 kW. Larderello Geothermal Field; Geothermal power plants; Natural steam; Steam turbines; Electric power; Turbogenerators; Power generation.


From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).
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From UN Conference on New Sources of Energy; Rome, Italy (1961).
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1000 kW ELECTRIC POWER; POWER GENERATION; WATER; LOW TEMPERATURE; CONVERSION; DENSITY; FREON; THERMAL WATERS; GRAVIMETRY; HOT-WATER SYSTEMS; GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION; TWO-PHASE FLOW; THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
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03086 THERMODYNAMIC POWER CYCLE FOR RECOVERY
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Drilling Techniques and Well Hardware
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Geothermal Fluid Transmission
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The descriptors selected for use as subject terms are generally the names of specific materials, things, and processes. To the extent possible, a qualifier is selected to describe the properties of, or processes applied to, the subject term in the index entries, rather than words that may appear in the article. Within the available thesaurus terms, the most probable and logical place to look for typical information is selected. However, users of the index should consider synonymous or closely related terms.

### AERIAL PROSPECTING/DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Miniaturized digital data acquisition system for high resolution magnetometer surveying, 2105

### AFRICA

See also ALGERIA

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

CONGO PEOPLES REPUBLIC

EGYPTIAN ARAB REPUBLIC

ETHIOPIA

KENYA

MADAGASCAR

MALAWI

MAROC

NIGERIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

TANZANIA

TUNISIA

UGANDA

ZAIRE REPUBLIC
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### AFRICA/GEOLGY

Afar triangle, 1510

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

Role of modern sensor application in the United Nations resource exploration and evaluation programs, 2193

Terrestrial heat flow in Lake Malawi, Africa, 1902

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL FIELDS

Afar triangle, 1510

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Afar triangle, 1010

Geothermal resources of Rwanda, 568

Terrestrial heat flow in Lake Malawi, Africa, 1902

AFRICA/HOT SPRINGS

Carbon dioxide-bearing hot springs in the Songwe River Basin, Tanzania, 285

Hydro and hot spring investigation progress report, 488

Hot springs investigation progress report (80-105°F), 2347

Thermal waters of Mount Whol, 1454

Underground water at the present time. Their regime, temperature, and composition from the viewpoint of the role they play in the economy of the Earth's crust, 1952

### AIR CONDITIONING/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

Geothermal cooling urged for Managua, 3362

AIR POLLUTION/RESEARCH PROGRAMS

President's message on supply of energy and clean air, also fact sheet from Office of the White House Press Secretary, 278

ALASKA/FUMAROLES

Acid gases and incrustations in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Katmai, Alaska), 2298

Geology of Sitkin Island, Alaska, 811

Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 800

Seismic refraction profiles of the ash flow in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Katmai National Monument, Alaska, 873

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 769

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 771

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 776

ALASKA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Fault patterns in southeastern Alaska, 815

Seismic refraction profiles of the ash flow in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Katmai National Monument, Alaska, 873

ALASKA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Temperature-measurement studies, South Barrow test well 1, 1774

ALASKA/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

Geothermal measuring circuit, 1714

ALASKA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Potential for geothermal energy development in Alaska, 398

ALASKA/GEYSERS

Alaska, an empire in the making, 767

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 769

ALASKA/HOT SPRINGS

Fault patterns in southeastern Alaska, 815

### AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 800

Volcanic activity on Umnak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-48, 1043

Volcanic activity on Umnak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-47, 1043

Volcanic activity on Akutan and Akutan Islands, 1056

ALASKA/FUMAROLES

Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 800

Volcanic activity on Umnak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-48, 1043

Volcanic activity on Umnak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-47, 1043

Volcanic activity on Akutan and Akutan Islands, 1056

Volcanoes and travel in various parts of the world during the years 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, and 1097. Parts 1 and 2, 952

ALASKA/VOLCANOES

See also AMCHITKA ISLAND AREA

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS/FUMAROLES

Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 800

Volcanic activity on Umnak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-48, 1043

FORESTRY

AFRICA/GEOLOGY

Afar triangle, 1510

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION

Role of modern sensor application in the United Nations resource exploration and evaluation programs, 2193

Terrestrial heat flow in Lake Malawi, Africa, 1902

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL FIELDS

Afar triangle, 1510

AFRICA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Afar triangle, 1010

Geothermal resources of Rwanda, 568

Terrestrial heat flow in Lake Malawi, Africa, 1902

AFRICA/HOT SPRINGS

Carbon dioxide-bearing hot springs in the Songwe River Basin, Tanzania, 285

Hydro and hot spring investigation progress report, 488

Hot springs investigation progress report (80-105°F), 2347

Thermal waters of Mount Whol, 1454

Underground water at the present time. Their regime, temperature, and composition from the viewpoint of the role they play in the economy of the Earth's crust, 1952

### AIR CONDITIONING/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

48 INDEX
Solution of certain problems relating to the formation of thermal waters of artesian basins on the basis of thermodynamic calculations and isotopic composition, 2495

ASIA
See also CHINA
INDIA
INDONESIA
IRAN
JAPAN
PAKISTAN
PHILIPPINES
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
SOUTH VIETNAM
SRI LANKA
TAIWAN
THAILAND
TURKEY

ASIA/ENERGY SOURCES
Energy in our region, 626
ASIA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Energy in our region, 626

ASIA/GEOTHERMAL SPRINTS
Underground waters at the present time. Their regime, temperature, and composition from the viewpoint of the role they play in the economy of the Earth's crust, 1526

ASIA/GEOTHERMAL WATERS
Hydrovolcanism (Relation of thermal waters to tectonics and salt domes), 1335

ATLANTIC OCEAN
See also CARIBBEAN SEA
NORTH SEA

ATLANTIC OCEAN/ELECTROPHYSICAL SURVEYS
Tag hydrothermal field, 2274

ATLANTIC OCEAN/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

ATLANTIC OCEAN/HEAT FLOW
Heat flow between the Caribbean Sea and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 1544
New heat-flow measurements in Caribbean and western Atlantic, 1259

ATLANTIC OCEAN/HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS
Silica and fluoride over the tag hydrothermal field (Trans-Atlantic geotraverse), 2631
Tag hydrothermal field, 2632
Tag hydrothermal field (Trans-Atlantic geotraverse), 2632

ATLANTIC OCEAN/ICEBERGS
Sea floor geothermal measurements from Vema Cruise 25. Technical reports Nos. 2 and 4, Jan-Apr 1968, 1652 (AU-743993)

ATLANTIC OCEAN/SEDIMENTS
Tag hydrothermal field, 2274

ATLANTIC OCEAN/TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPITATIONS/ISOTOPE RATIO
Nonoili, a high-temperature thermal area in Iceland, 2516

AUSTRALIA
See also TASMANIA

AUSTRALIA/ARTESSIAN BASINS
Relationships of geothermal gradients to geological features in the Great Artesian Basin, Australia, 1295

AUSTRALIA/ENERGY SOURCES
Alternative energy sources: a research challenge, 1 (CONF-730560-1)
Energy in our region, 626

AUSTRALIA/ELECTROPHYSICAL SURVEYS
Geothermal measurements at Point Isa, Queensland, 2716

AUSTRALIA/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Energy in our region, 626

AUSTRALIA/GEOTHERMAL WATERS
Geothermal measurements at Point Isa, Queensland, 2716
Heat flow in snow mountains of Australia, 1998
Heat-flow values from eastern Australia, 1841

AUSTRALIA/HOT SPRINGS
Summary of mineral and thermal waters in Australia, 1462

AUSTRALIA/MINERAL SPRINGS
Summary of mineral and thermal waters in Australia, 1462

AUSTRALIA/HERALD WATERS
Underground water in East Gippsland, 1184

BIBLIOGRAPHIES/ELECTRIC POWER

AUSTRIA/HEAT FLOW
Geothermal data from Vienna Basin, 1956

AUSTRIA/HOT SPRINGS
Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1004

AZORES ISLANDS/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS
Deep drilling in an active geothermal area in the Azores, 2763

AZORES ISLANDS/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Deep drilling in an active geothermal area in the Azores, 2763

BARBADOS/HOT SPRINGS
Pools of the Azores (Boiling springs), 1061

AZORES ISLANDS/PETROLEUM
Deep drilling in an active geothermal area in the Azores, 2763

BAROUM/ABUNDANCE
Hygienic features of geothermal waters used as the municipal water supply in Maknakhala, 2014

BARUM CHLORIDES/ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
Conductivity of mixed aqueous electrolytes (KCl-NaCl-H 2 O, Pb(NO 3 ) 2-KNO 3 -H 2 O, BaCl 2-KCl-H 2 O, KCl-NaCl-H 2 O), 3776

BARUM CHLORIDES/HEAT FLOW
Heat conductivity of rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Petrogenetic relationships of acidic and basic rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION
About water and basaltic nages, 3507
Hydrothermal alteration of basaltic andesite and other rocks in drill hole G5-6, Steamboat Springs, Nevada, 695
Lauomine and potassium feldspar pseudomorphs after laumontite in druses of spilites from Nurbornseealb (Lahn-Dill region), 3751
Minerals of Steamboat Springs, Nevada, 2812

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Pedogenetic relationships of acidic and basic rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Petrogenetic relationships of acidic and basic rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/HYDROTHERMAL ALTERNATION
About water and basaltic nages, 3507
Hydrothermal alteration of basaltic andesite and other rocks in drill hole G5-6, Steamboat Springs, Nevada, 695
Lauomine and potassium feldspar pseudomorphs after laumontite in druses of spilites from Nurbornseealb (Lahn-Dill region), 3751
Minerals of Steamboat Springs, Nevada, 2812

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Petrogenetic relationships of acidic and basic rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556

BARUM/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Petrogenetic relationships of acidic and basic rocks in Iceland: Sr-isotopes and rare-earth elements in late and postglacial volcanics, 2621

BARUM/ISOTOPE RATIO
Isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from central Honshu -- with regard to basalt genesis, 2556
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Boreholes/Lithology
  Lithologic logs of the UCE-2, UCE-3, and UCE-16, drillholes, Stone Cabin and Monitor Valleys, Nye County, Nevada, 2727

Boreholes/Magnetic Water
  Geothermal brine well, mile-deep drill hole may tap ore-bearing magnetic water and rocks undergoing metamorphism, 1209

Boreholes/Mass Transfer
  Borehole measurements, 2679

Boreholes/Measuring Instruments
  Construction of complex digital borehole apparatus and some fields of application, 2140
  Deep hole scientific instruments and measurements for Project Mohnole, 2710
  Electrical coring: method of determining borehole data by electrical measurements, 1678

Boreholes/Planning
  Deep drilling in the USSR for scientific purposes, 2711

Boreholes/Pressure Measurement
  Development of a theory of the Wairakei geothermal field by the "simplest cases first" technique, 1486
  Steam borings in Kesh Kurudz, 2666

Boreholes/Rock Drilling
  Rock Drilling
  Drilling of boreholes using air as circulating medium in Czechoslovakia, 3126
  Stabilization time of the thermal regime disturbed by drilling of a borehole, 3120
  Zone of disturbance of the thermal state of rocks by drilling a borehole, 2694

Boreholes/Sampling
  Portable sampler for collecting water samples from specific zones in uncased or screened wells, 1617

Boreholes/Seismic Surveys
  Method of rhyolithostratigraphic correlation of materials from geophysical investigations of boreholes and from seismic exploration, 2014
  Observation of microseismic activity with a deep well seismometer (second paper), 2887
  Possibilities of utilizing the seismic boreholes for geothermal measurement, 2699

Boreholes/Seismicity
  Simplified variant of methods of correlating seismic observations in boreholes, 2005

Boreholes/Temperature Gradients
  Temperature distribution study in a thin-layered aquifer, 3108
  Underground temperatures at great depths, 3870

Boreholes/Temperature Measurement
  Computerized temperature decay - an asset to temperature logging, 2726
  Convective flow and its effect on temperature logging in small-diameter wells, 2072
  Deep thermal flux in Kolhiye lowland, 2653
  Establishment of the temperature field in rock after borehole drilling, 2682
  Geothermal measurements (USSR), 1680
  Geothermic investigations in the Hungarian plain, 1726
  Important method of study of the Earth's interior, 2683
  Results of terrestrial heat flow measurements in Hungary, 1732
  Stabilization time of the thermal regime disturbed by drilling of a borehole, 3106
  Temperature gradient in the world's deepest well, 2666
  Temperature measurements with an electrical resistance thermometer in a deep borehole on the East Sand, 1690
  Temperature and heat flow in a well near Colorado Springs, 1970
  Terrestrial heat flow in the territory of Czechoslovakia and the measurement of thermal conductivity with fully-automatic apparatus, 2072
  Terrestrial heat balance in Iceland (Thermal)
Boreholes/temperature gradients

INDEX

- Gradient 0.1°C/m, heat flow 4–5 μcal/cm² sec, 1713
- Thermal and electrical resistivity investigations of the dunes of the geothermal anomaly, Imperial Valley, California, 2221
- Topographic correction in geothermal prospecting, measurement of gradient at Matsue, 1886

Boreholes/temperature measurement

- Additional evidence on the relation of temperature to structure in the Salt Creek Oil Field, Natrona County, Wyoming, 1015
- Apparatus for the measurement of temperatures in deep wells by means of maximum thermometers, 1666
- Apparatus for geothermal measurements in boreholes (Mercury thermometer), 1698
- Attempt to determine thermal field in shallow boreholes, 2079
- Borehole temperature measuring equipment and the geothermal gradient in deep boreholes, 2257
- Characteristics of the temperature field of salt deposits of the Caspian depression, 728
- Comparison of the results of measurement by electrical and maximum thermometers, 1812
- Computation of terrestrial heat flow in a well near Colorado Springs, 1748
- Computers to increase the value of temperature logs, 2724
- Continuous temperature—logging equipment, 2706
- Contributions to geothermics from deep wells, 2729
- Deep-earth temperature in the United States, 1667
- Determination of the time for reaching temperature equilibrium and the geothermal gradient in deep boreholes, 2721
- Dissipation of the temperature effect of drilling a well in Arctic Alaska, 2667
- Distribution of temperature in the rocks near the bottom of a well being drilled, 1636
- Effect of drilling fluid on temperatures measured in boreholes, 2691
- Electrical thermometer for depths to 750 m; new apparatus for measuring crooked boreholes, 1675
- Electrical coring: method of determining bottom-hole data by electrical measurements, 1678
- Electrical thermometer with a single core cable, 1665
- Exploration of subsurface temperature in Iceland, 1820
- Features of thermal investigations in wells, 1620
- Geology and geothermal temperature appeared at the test boring of Mt. Matsuoka hot-spring health center, 1121
- Geothermal zonation of west Siberian artesian basin, 1147
- Geothermal prospecting in shallow holes and its limitations, 2743
- Geothermal structure in the Awara hot spring area, Fukui prefecture, 2696
- Geothermal measuring circuit, 1714
- Geothermal survey of hot ground near Lordsburg, New Mexico, 1723
- Geothermal characteristics of the Carpathian Peninsula and some areas of the eastern Carpathians, 2006
- Geothermal measurements in wells, 2658
- Geotermograph for a well with elevated temperature, 1823
- Heat flow in boreholes, 1111
- Heat flow and precision temperature measurements in boreholes, 2079
- Heat flow transducer for thermal surveys, 2260
- Improved electric thermometer for deep measurements, 1750
- Instrument for measuring vertical temperature profiles in small boreholes, 2698
- Interpretation of gas compositions from the Wairakei field over 10 years, 3243
- Investigation of the recorded bottom hole temperatures while running logs, 1740
- Investigation by drilling on the geothermal area of Dake Hot Spring, Fukushina Prefecture, 2176
- Lead-compensated thermistor probe, 1622
- Lightweight geothermal temperature measuring equipment for resistance thermometers, 1815
- Maximum- and minimum-thermometer for use at great depth, 1710
- Maximum temperatures recorded in wellbores, 2725
- Measurement of borehole temperature—effect of geologic structure in the Salton Sea, South California Desert, 2697
- Measurement of temperature in boreholes, 1670
- Measurement of temperature in boreholes, 3858
- Measurement of geothermal gradients in boreholes, 1741
- Method of studying geothermals, 1934
- Method of thermal well logging, 2259
- New borehole thermometer, 1770
- Note concerning the taking of measurements of temperature in boreholes, 1669
- Optoelectronic meter for contactless temperature measurement in boreholes, 2650
- Origin and development of methods of thermometric research in boreholes in Azerbaidjan (Differential electronic thermometers), 1920
- Physical investigations, 1979
- Physical measurements and methods in boreholes, 2664
- Possibilities of measuring rock temperature in ultra-deep boreholes, 2654
- Possibility of measuring of geothermal gradients in shallow drillholes, 2123
- Probe response and continuous temperature measurements, 2086
- Problem of determining principal geothermal parameters, 1787
- Procedure of underground geothermal investigations on ore deposits, 2112
- Results of well temperature tests in Wyoming, 2527
- Review of Red Sea heat flow (in discussion on the structure and evolution of the Red Sea and the nature of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, and Ethiopia rift junctions), 2247
- Steam borings in Kawah Kasouj, 2666
- Temperature inversions in geothermal systems, 1971
- Temperature transients in flowing boreholes, 2506
- Temperature in world's deepest wells, 2655
- Temperature data from exploratory boreholes at the supplemental test site, Central Nevada
- Interim Report, 1971
- Temperature-measurement studies, South Barrow test well t, 1774
- Temperature measurements with an electrical resistance thermometer in a deep borehole on the East Rand, 1690
- Temperature measurements in a mine on the Witwatersrand with an electrical resistance thermometer, 1700
- Temperature measurements in deep wells of the Pripet Trough, 2742
- Terrestrial heat flow in Khetri copper belt, Rajasthan, India, 1910
- Thermal behavior of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments in eastern part of west-Siberian plains, 1766
- Thermal coring of wells, 2661
- Thermal investigations in drill holes (Description of equipment and methods), 3211
- Thermoelectric thermometer for measuring at great depths, 3878
- Time necessary for a borehole to attain temperature equilibrium (Method for calculating), 3114
- Underground temperatures at great depths, 3870
- Upshiner Counties, 1966

Boreholes/temperature monitoring

- Exploration of subsurface temperature in Iceland, 2378
- Using nuclear resonance to sense temperature, 1763

Boreholes/thermal diffusion

- Dissipation of the temperature effect of drilling a well in Arctic Alaska, 3462

Boreholes/thermal equilibrium

- Determination of the time for reaching temperature equilibrium and the geothermal gradient in deep boreholes, 2721

Boreholes/thermal stresses

- Thermal stresses around a wellbore and their small effect on velocity logging, 2697

Boreholes/well logging

- Borehole surveying, 1750
- Computerized temperature decay — an asset to temperature logging, 2728
- Continuous temperature — logging equipment, 2706
- Determination of the thermophysical properties of rocks as a means of logging during drilling, 1824
- Determination of porosity and clay content of productive strata from radioactive logging data, 2758
- Electrical well logging, review of well-logging methods, 2066
- Electrofiltration potentials in wells in geothermal areas (in physics of the New Zealand thermal areas), 2385
- Exploration of super-deep boreholes, 2146
- First results of geophysical and geochronological exploration of super-deep boreholes, 2148
- Formation evaluation by inspection with the borehole televiewer, 2747
- Forthcoming problems of geophysical methods of investigation of sections of wells, 2576
- Geology of geothermal test hole GT-2 on Teton Hill Site, July 1974, 2646
- Geophysical logs from the Kilauea geothermal research drill hole, 2474
- Geophysical logs from the Kilauea geothermal research drill hole, 2576
- Interpretation and correlation of geophysical well logs with geology for instrumen, 2607
- Introduction to Schlumberger well logging, 2661
- Investigation of the recorded bottom hole temperatures while running logs, 1740
Logging of ultradepth boreholes, 2718
Physical measurements and methods in boreholes, 2664
Planning, drilling, and logging of Geothermals, 2627
Test hole GE-2, Phase I, 2647 (LA-5619-FR)
Report on physical logging investigations carried out in deep and ultradepth boreholes in the study district, 2909
Stabilized borehole gamma-spectrometer (in Yuzhnoye Geofizika), 2752
Studies of fractured reservoirs with the help of well logging techniques, 2740
Thermal conductivity of sediments from drill cores, boreholes, and geophysical logging, 2761
Thermal stresses around a wellbore and their main effect on velocity logging, 2697
Use of borehole polarization sensors in electronic logging, 2734
Well Logging Methods Conference, 2668
BORIC ACID/BY-PRODUCTS
Borax-bearing geysers of Tuscany, 2930
Tuscan boracic "Soffiani" and their development at Larderello, 2957
BORIC ACID/INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Utilization of geothermal energy in the production of boric acid and by-products from the Larderello Soffiani, 2935
BORIC ACID/PRODUCTION
Steam power plants, volcanic, 3004
Utilization of the borax-bearing springs (Serrazzano plant), 2929
BORIC ACID/RECOVERY
Borax-bearing geysers of Tuscany, 2956
Fumaroles and boiling springs of Tuscany and the borax industry, 2300
Natural steam at Larderello, Italy, 2904
Utilization of geothermal geysery in the production of boric acid and by-products from the Larderello Soffiani, 2935
BORON/ABUNDANCE
Boron in some New Zealand ground waters, 2366
Borax waters and rocks from New Zealand hydrothermal areas, 2400
Determination of boron in waters and soils of New Zealand, 2470
Geothermal waters of Arizona. Progress report, 364
Geothermal field of Larderello (Tuscany, Italy) (In 5 thermal waters), 2515
Original of boron in the ground waters of California, 2302
BORON/QUANTITY RATIO
Geochernistry among the methods of prospecuting for geothermal energy, 2590
BORON SILICATES/SYNTHESIS
Role of pH of hydrothermal solutions in the formation of borosilicates, 3800
BRASS/CORROSION
Corrosion of copper and its alloys in geothermal waters, 3180
Corrosion of copper and its alloys in geothermal waters, 3261
Corrosion of metals in geothermal waters, 3196
BRASS/FITTING CORROSION
Corrosion of metals in geothermal waters, 3196
BRAZIL/HOT SPRINGS
Aqua Quente de Itabirito, Minas Gerais, 1010
Aqua Santan hot spring, Tiredentes, Minas Gerais, 1053
BREEDER REACTORS
Summary of an assessment of new options in energy research and development, 18
BRINES
Production of chemicals from brine and seawater by geothermal energy, 2941
BRINES/BY-PRODUCTS
Plant project planned for developing geothermal brine, 659
BRINE/CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Chemical composition of the hot salty water at the bottom of the Red Sea, 2426
Chemical characteristics of the hot spring waters in Akita Prefecture, 2370
Chemistry and origin of the brines of Lake Magadi, Kenya, 2563
Discussion - source fluids for Salton Sea geothermal system, 2597
Economic evaluation of Reykjavik thermal brine area, Iceland, 514
Exploitation of the Reykjanes thermal brine area, 2944
Forms of lead and zinc occurrence in thermal brines of the Cheyenne Wells district, 2945
Geochemical and thermodynamic characteristics of Salton Sea geothermal system, 1402
Geothermal brine drawn from Salton Sea, 2937
Geothermal brine well, mile-deep drill hole may tap ore-bearing magnetic water and rocks undergoing metamorphism, 1208
Geothermal brines, 2470
Hot brines as a recent heavy metal deposit in the Red Sea - geochemical and geophysical account, 1475
CALCITE/GEOTHERMOMETRY
Oxygen isotope geothermometry, 3539

CALCITE/ISOPORE RATIO
Isotopic composition of calcite and water from the Dunes - DWR No. 1 geothermal test corehole, Imperial Valley, California, 2012

Oxygen isotope study of calcite and silicates of the river ranch No. 1 well, Selton Sea geothermal field, California, 2496

Oxygen isotope geothermometry, 3539

Use of oxygen isotopes in high-temperature geological thermometry, 2385

CALCITE/SOLUBILITY
Deposition of hydrothermal quartz and calcite, 3542

Solubility of calcite in carbon dioxide solutions, 3465

Solubility of calcite in aqueous solutions - 1.

Solubility of calcite in water between 750 and 2000 °C, pressures up to 65 atm, 3514

Solubility of calcite in sodium chloride at high temperatures, 3524

CALCITE/SYNTHESIS
Composition and structure of recent hydrothermal green minerals in the Goryachii Piyagdez deposit, Kunashir Island, 1513

CALCIC/Absorption Spectroscopy
Geochemistry of Central American volcanic gas condensates, 2555

CALCIC/ABUNDANCE
Hydrous features of watered used as the municipal water supply in Makahka, 2514

Hydrothermal hot springs in Asu Caldera, 1109

CALCIC/Chemical Analysis
Releasing-adsorption method for the flame-spectrometric determination of calcium in thermal waters, 2420

CALCIC/GEOTHERMOMETRY
Empirical Na- -K- Ca geotemperature for natural waters, 2614

CALCIC/MAJOR REACTION ANALYSIS
On-line analysis and monitoring of water for geothermal power by neutron capture gamma rays using ANREC, 2619

CALCIC/PHASE STUDIES
Stability relations of anhydrite- quartz in the system calcium-silicon-oxygen-hydrogen, 3861

CALCIC/SOLUBILITY
Solubility of calcite in aqueous solutions - 1.

Solubility of calcite in water between 750 and 2000 °C, pressures up to 65 atm, 3514

CALCIC CARBONATES
See also ARAGONITE, CALCITE

CALCIC CARBONATES/DEPOSITION
Some investigations of the deposition of travertine from Hot Springs (Pt. 1. Isotopic chemistry of a travertine-depositing spring), 1504

CALCIC CARBONATES/DIFFUSION
Regular characteristics in formation of chemical composition of the travertine layer in the Ill syncline, 3776

CALCIC CARBONATES/GEOTHERMOMETRY
Na/Ca4/5 ratios of coexisting minerals in glauconite-bearing metasomatic rocks, 3653

CALCIC CARBONATES/ISOPORE RATIO
Some investigations of the deposition of travertine from Hot Springs (Pt. 1. Isotopic chemistry of a travertine-depositing spring), 1504

CALCIC CARBONATES/PRECIPITATION
Agency of algae in the deposition of travertine and silica from thermal waters, 783

Corrosion of geothermal systems and measures for controlling it, 3186

Phyco-chemical sampling of high-temperature wells in connection with their encrustation by calcium carbonate, 3189

CALCIC CHLORIDES/RECOVERY
Production of chlorides from brine and seawater using geothermal energy, 3941

CALCIC CHLORIDES/HEAT RELEASE PROPERTIES
Activity coefficients of potassium chloride in several mixed electrolyte solutions at 25°C, 3771

CALCIC COMPOUNDS/ABUNDANCE
Formation mechanism of thermal springs studied by the analysis of their chemical compositions, 2503

Geothermal survey of Souknyo district in Mt. Tasokot area, Hokkaido, Japan, 111. HGS-1 test well, 2587

Hot spring water of Shinobu Takayu Spa, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan, 2637

CALCIC COMPOUNDS/QUANTITY RATIO
Hot springs in Aomori Prefecture, 2, 2531
Preliminary geothermal model of the Sierra Nevada, 867
Structure of Mono Basin, California, 904
Through the logging glass - comparative study of New Zealand and California, 700
CALIFORNIA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS
Remote sensing geophysics from Skylab. Monthly Memorandum, 1656 (June
Thermal conductivity of sediments from drill chips, cores, and geophysical log parameters of thermal anomalies in the Mono Basin, 2761
CALIFORNIA/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
California laws for the conservation of geothermal energy (Chapter 1433, Statutes of California), 1977
California power to come from hot rocks, 199
Geothermal development in California; past, present, and future, 309
Geothermal activity in 1972, 346
Meeting California's energy requirements, 1975-1980, 341
Mineral production in California, 379
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Geothermal resource investigations, Imperial Valley, CA, developmental concepts, 2921.

Geothermal steam supplied added power for Mitsubishi's Akita zinc plant, 3363.

Geothermal exploration in the western United States, 3567.

Geothermal power development at Wairakei, New Zealand, 2986.

Geothermal power - economic evaluation, 2840 (BM-IC-8230).

Geothermal growing as a power source, 3043.

Geothermal power (Normal output of 22,000 kw and maximum of 26,000 kw), 3073.

Geysers, 2975.

Geysers geothermal power plant (184 MW plant capacity, 506 kw projected by 1975), 3059.

Geysers harness to furnish power, 3065.

Investigations of exhautive hydrothermal phenomena and the problem of 'endogenous power' (Italy), 433.

Japan exploits geothermal, 2974.

New to be world's largest, oil resources, 118.

Only geothermal power plant in the United States soon to be world's largest, 2966.

Potential for the production of power from geothermal resources, 155 (LA-UR-73-926).

Power generation from hot springs, 2978.

Progress report on geothermal development in Italy (Technological progress, 285, 200 kw plant capacities, 2746.8 million kw power production), 2976.

Progress report on recent developments of geothermal energy and utilisation in Mexico, 489.

Thermal cycles for geothermal sites and turbine installation at the Geysers power plant, California, 3075.

US to aid study of geothermal instant energy, 2986.

Worldwide geothermal energy and its industrial utilization (357 MW total electric energy, 37 power plants), 539.
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Berex-bearing geysers of Tuscany, 2996.

Energy more geothermal power (Imperial Valley Project), 261.

Geothermal power development at Wairakei, New Zealand, 2986.

Larderello steam vents of Tuscany, 3216.
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Only geothermal power plant in the United States soon to be world's largest, 2966.

Utilities warm up to hot water power plants, 2984.
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Flow chart of critical path in geothermal exploration, 2813.

Interrelationship between federal, state, and local regulatory agencies on the development of the geothermal resource in California, 2812.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Geothermal R and D project report for period July 1, 1974, and 1600 (ANCR-1190).

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/REVIEWS

Geothermal steam as a source of energy and its industrial utilization, 463.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/SAFETY

Control and safety of geothermal installations, 3576.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/SCALING

Corrosion and scaling in nuclear-stimulated geothermal power plants, 2961.

Corrosion and scaling by steam in nuclear geothermal power plants, 3179 (UCRL-73939).

Corrosion and scaling by steam in nuclear geothermal power plants, "High Levels of scaling in the Kesterson geothermal power plant in the Matsuoka area, 1972.

Properties of scales and methods to prevent them, 3193.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/SPECIFICATIONS

Electricity production with earth heat, 3015.

Geysers steam is good buy, 3024.

Geothermal: patterns of future geothermal, 3041.

Power from geothermal steam at Geysers power plant, 3012.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/STEAM CONDENSERS

Comparison between surface and jet condensers in the energetic and economic utilization of Larderello's voracious steam jets, 3074.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/STEAM TURBINES

Experimantal geothermal power station, 2991 (JPRS-68673).

Geothermal power plant, 3082.

Geysers geothermal power plant (Normal output of 22,000 kw and maximum of 26,000 kw), 3073.

Operation of geothermal power stations, 3085.
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Power without fuel, 3005.

Power without fuel, 3072.

Present development of geothermal for power application, 3078.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/SUPERHEATERS

Superheating of geothermal steam for power (100°F

superheated steam, 50 lb/in.), 3044.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/THERMAL CYCLES

Frezon power plant with heat supply at the expense of cooling of a source, 3067.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/TURBINES

Thermal cycles for geothermal sites and turbine installation at the Geysers power plant, California, 3075.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/TURBOGENERATORS

Geothermal test generator unit: third electric generator in North America, 2991.

Geothermal turbine-generators delivered to PG and E company in USA, 2984.

Geysers geothermal power plant, 3084.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/WASTE HEAT

Heat-storge wells for conserving energy and reducing thermal pollution, 3062.

Thermal problems in the siting of reinjection wells, 2969.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/WATER POLLUTION

Pollution control for geothermal power plants, 2923.

GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS/WORKING FLUIDS

Refrigerants as working fluids for geothermal power generation, 3077.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Challenge of geothermal energy, 3137.

Characteristics of geothermal resources, 127.

Earth as a vast storage heater, 101.

Energy - uses, sources, issues, 172 (UCRL-51721).

Energy and power of geothermal resources, 1877.

Estimates of geothermal energy potential, 199.

Evaluation of geothermal prospects and the objectives of geothermal exploration, 2137.

Exploration of geothermal resources in the Tatum volcanic region, Taiwan, Republic of China, 550.

Exploration for geothermal resources, 1029.

Exploration for geothermal power, 1638.

From the depths of the blazing interior, 73.

Geothermal world directory, 97.

Geothermal power (World distribution of fields), 86.

Geothermal energy, geology, exploration, and developments, 2, 280.

Geothermal resources and present orogenic activity, 716.

Geothermal utilization, 680.

Geothermal energy for the future, 96.

Geothermal energy, 59.

Geothermal resources: AAGD Distinguished Lecture, 70.


Geothermal energy in the global energy crisis, 113.

Geothermal opportunities - a closer look, 140.

Geothermal energy, a review (Review with 75 references), 3347.

Geothermy and the geologists, 144.

Global plan for water and energy in the next half century, 296.
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Importance of a practical research input to water resources development, 2946.
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Next hundred years energy demand and sources of supply, 44.

Power from the Earth's own heat, 72.

Systematic approach to geothermal development, 354.

Technical and economic aspects of geothermal energy, 62.

Trans-Pacific consortium crisis, 3890.

Utilization of United States and world resources of energy, 228.

Worldwide geothermal energy and its industrial utilization, 539.
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After triangle, 1510.

Geothermal resources of Rwanda, 568.


GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/ALASKA

Potential for geothermal energy development in Alaska, 366.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/ALGERIA

Geothermal possibilities of Algeria, 249.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/APPALACHI

Potential for geothermal energy development in Appalachia, 388.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/ARGENTINA

Fumaroles, solfataras, and hot springs in the northwest of Argentina and the possibility of their industrial use, 1086.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES/ARIZONA

Dinner Session, Thursday, 10 May 1973, 356.
Geothermal geopressured resources and problems of the Gulf Coast, 353
Method for producing a source of energy from an overpressured formation (Patent), 149
Some elements of the Northern Gulf of Mexico Basin geopressure energy resources, 173 (UCRL-74807)

Geothermal Resources/Geothermal Exploration
Geothermal steam: origin, characteristics, occurrence, and exploitation, Final report, 30 (AD-511800)
Proceedings of the NATO-CCMS information meeting on dry hot rock geothermal energy, September 17-19, 1974, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 154 (LA-S518-C)
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Procedures of the NATO-CCMS information meeting on dry hot rock geothermal energy, September 17-19, 1974, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 154 (LA-S518-C)
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Challenges of the geysers, 266

Geothermal Resources/Government Policies
Geothermal resources. Parts I and II. Hearings before the Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress, First Session, 374
Geothermal resources: legal and tax consideration, 2630
The potential for energy production from geothermal resources. Report of the Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 472

Geothermal Resources/Greece
Geothermal energy in Greece, 637

Geothermal Resources/Guatemala
Geothermal resources of Guatemala, Central America, 570

Geothermal Resources/Gulf of Mexico
Geothermal - possible key to the hydrology of certain aquifer systems in the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico, 1380
Geothermal resources of the northern Gulf of Mexico Basin (Geothermal gradients within geopressurized deposits up to 100°C/km, 270°C maximum temperature at 5859 m., 120°C isogather at 2500-5000 m below sea level), 547
Geothermal geopressure resources and problems of the Gulf Coast, 353
Hydrodynamics of geopressure in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin, 715
Hydrology of neogene deposits in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin (Research bulletin), 668

Geothermal Resources/Hawaii
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Hawaii overview, 287
Hawaii overview: partial presentation on the geothermal resource exploration and development potential of the state of Hawaii, 512
Hawaii volcano energy, 354
Results and power generation implications from drilling into the Kilauea Iki Lake, 206

Geothermal Resources/Heating
Potential for energy production from geothermal resources. Report of the Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress, First Session, on the role of geothermal resources in our nation's future energy economy, June 15 and 22, 1972, 2793
Geothermal resources, 472

Geothermal Resources/Hearings
Hearings before the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate, pursuant to S. Res. 45, a national fuels and energy policy study, Ninety-Second Congress, Second Session on the role of geothermal resources in our nation's future energy economy, December 1, 1971, 2830
Geothermal Resources/Hottop Springs
Distribution of hot springs of the world, 721
Geothermal Resources/Hot-Dry-Rock Systems
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Geothermal Resources/Hot-Water Systems
Feasibility study for development of hot-water geothermal systems. Final technical report, 149 (AD-771016)

Geothermal Resources/Hungary
Geothermal energy production from porous sediments in Hungary (Quaternary volcanic processes and subsidence basins with high heat flow), 504
Possibilities for development of thermal water resources in Hungary, 592
Soviets eye geothermal development, 474
Terrestrial nest flow and geothermal resources in...
Geothermal and thermodynamic characteristics of Salton Sea geothermal system, 1402
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Geothermal systems/temperature distribution

Geothermal systems/thermodynamic properties

Geothermal wells

Contrarian contribution to the knowledge of the Larderello geothermal region: remarks on the Tavise field (Physical characteristic of fluid, evacuation of fluid), 1499

Dry geothermal wells: promising experimental results, 1643

Geothermal energy system (Patent), 3063

Geothermal resource investigations, Imperial Valley, California, special report test well Mesa 1-6, 2759

Possibility of creating large thermo-artesian systems, 425

Preliminary results of geothermal well Mesa 6-2, Mesa anomaly, Imperial Valley, California (1830 ft depth, 187°F bottom-hole temperature), 3265

Geothermal wells/boreholes

Completion of producing geothermal wells, 3244

Exploitation of Matsukawa geothermal area, Iwate prefecture, Japan, 3235

Prevention of blowouts and other aspects of safety in geothermal steam drilling, 3136

Wellbores controlled by directional drilling, 3123

Geothermal wells/corrosion protection

Correction of wellbore in geothermal systems, 3200

Geothermal wells/Cost

Economic power from geothermal heat, 2863

Economics of geothermal power, 2850

Organization for and cost of drilling geothermal steam wells (Wairakei geothermal field), 3127

Geothermal wells/critical pressure

Utilization of underground water above critical pressure, 2323

Geothermal wells/drilling

Air drilling in geothermal bores, 3130

Deep geothermal test well, geothermal resource investigations, Imperial Valley, CA (Draft environmental impact statement), 2646 (PB-206161-D)

Determination of rock temperature when the well has not stood long enough, 2153

Geothermal drillholes - physical investigations, 2703

Geothermal drilling practices at Wairakei, New Zealand, 3132

Guide to deep-drilling technique, 2656

How geothermal wells are drilled and completed, 3163
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Professional driller's evaluation of geothermal wellbores and production problems, 3105
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Production of steam from drill holes at Wairakei, 3115

Geothermal wells/explosive stimulation
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Explosive stimulation of geothermal wells, 3301
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Geothermal well in Taal Volcano, Philippines, 3240

Flow sampling and discharge measurement in geothermal bores, 3280

Flow-sampling and discharge measurement in geothermal bores, 3217
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Subsurface and output measurements on geothermal bores in New Zealand, 3245
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Geothermal wells/heat transfer

Subsurface and output measurements on geothermal bores in New Zealand, 3245
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Majority opinion in the court case: question of depletion, 2622
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Application of material and energy balances to geothermal steam production, 3242
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Temperature transients in flowing boreholes, 3268

Geothermal wells/measuring instruments

Methods and apparatus used for wellmouth measurements in the Larderello geothermal zone when a new well comes in, 3227

Geothermal wells/measuring methods

Measurement of borehole discharges, downhole temperatures and pressures, and surface heat flows at Wairakei (Calorimeters, geothermographs), 3228
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Some observations about the thermo-fluid-dynamic behavior of the steam in the wells of Larderello and about the best exploitation conditions, 3243
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Studies on noise reduction problems in electric power plants utilizing geothermal fluids, 2899

Geothermal wells/operation

Completion of producing geothermal wells, 3244

Economic characteristics of geothermal boreholes, 3271

Geothermal wells/performance

Alternative methods of determining enthalpy and mass flow, 3239

Application of material and energy balances to geothermal steam production, 3242

Application of material and energy balances to geothermal steam production (Reservoir engineering), 3241

Application of material and energy balances to geothermal steam production, 246

Behavior of the Wairakei geothermal field during exploitation, 3246

Borexoe still roars (Flow phenomena at Nevada geothermal well), 3240
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Chemical changes in geothermal well M-20, Cerro Prieto, Mexico, 3236

Estimation of hydrothermal systems by means of well-head observations, 2744

Evaluation of results and operational performance of high-temperature waters (Piezometric level sinking), 3248

Factors controlling borehole performance, 3247

Flowing fluid in hot-water geothermal wells, 3266

Flowing fluid in hot-water geothermal wells, 3264

Flow in geothermal wells (an analytical study), 3257

Fluctuations of water level in wells in the old city of Beppu Spa, 3235

Larderello steam vents of Tuscany, 3216

Larderello steam vents of Tuscany, 3218

Management, in relation to measurements, and bore maintenance of an operating geothermal steam field, 3259

Measurement and transmission of steam in Matsukawa geothermal power plant, 3236

Measurement of borehole discharges, downhole temperatures and pressures, and surface heat flows at Wairakei (Calorimeters, geothermographs), 3228

Mexico pushes geothermal development, 3271

Natural steam in New Zealand, 438

Power from steam wells, 3269

Preliminary results of geothermal wells, Mesa 6-1 and Mesa 6-2, East Mesa KGRA, Imperial Valley, California, 2264

Recent state of the Tottori hot springs, 1281
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Some observations on the thermal-fluid-dynamic behavior of the steam in the wells of Larderello and about the best exploitation conditions, 3243
Steam production at the Geysers geothermal well, 3256
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Wairakei geothermal steam project, 3253
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Selection of geothermal power, 3169
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Proposed deep geothermal test well, geothermal resources investigations, Idaho Valley, California. (Supplementary to the final environmental impact statement), 2645 (EIS-CA-73-0188-F)
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Ultra-deep drilling for geothermals, Final report, 2644 (AD-794188)
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Device for measuring down-hole pressures and for sampling fluids in geothermal wells, 3261
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/REPAIR
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GEOTHERMAL WELLS/SAMPLERS
Device for measuring down-hole pressures and for sampling fluids in geothermal wells, 3251
Flow-sampling and discharge measurement in geothermal wells, 3217
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GEOTHERMAL WELLS/SITE SELECTION
Theory and technology of a geothermal field, 676
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/SPECIFICATIONS
Drilling plan, Raft River Geothermal Exploratory Hole No. 1, Idaho Geothermal R and D Project, 3113 (NUO-191)
US geothermal wells are now a reality, 201
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/STEAM MUFFLERS
Physical investigations, Japan, 1979
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/STEAM SEPARATORS
Development and performance of a steam-water separator for use in geothermal wells, 3128
Methods and apparatus used for wellbore measurements in the Larderello geothermal zone when a new well comes in, 3267
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/TAXES
Majority opinion in the Reich case: question of depletion, 2662
GEOTHERMAL WELLS/TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
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Vertical temperature distribution in steam wells, 3224
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Recent data on geothermal investigations in Hungary, 3226
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Thermal investigations in drill holes (Description of equipment and methods), 3211
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Technique of testing geothermal wells, 2708
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Drilling plan, Raft River Geothermal Exploratory Hole No. 1. Idaho Geothermal R and D Project, 3113 (NUO-191)
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Geothermal heat in New Zealand, 3130
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Natural steam in New Zealand, 438
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Additional data for the two-feldspar geothermometer, 3627
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Feldspar geologic thermometers, 3421
Geologic thermometers, 3398
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Geologic thermometry, 3437
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Proposed method for the measurement of geologic temperature, 3414
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Geothermal thermometers, 3424
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Application of thermoluminescence of geothermometry, 1814
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Subsurface temperature, heat conductivity and in the Thermgebiet, 3695
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Sources of the salt content of the mineral waters of Vogtland and northwest Bohemia, particularly the Karlsbad mineral waters, 1315
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GERMANIA
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See also OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER
Elements of geology, 763
Fumaroles, hot springs, and geysers, 560
Geyser (occurrence, character, and mechanism), 754
Geyser (review of geyser theories), 3668
Geyser of Wild Island Valley (Nevada) (Description of Beowawe geyser), 912
Geyser of Iceland, 1035
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GEYSERS/FLOW RATE
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Geophysical study of geyser action in Yellowstone National Park, 892

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Tremors observed at active volcano, 876

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/FUMAROLIC FLUIDS
Heat flow from natural geysers, 729
Heat flow from natural geysers, 887

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/GEOLOGY
Thermal regime of underground water, 1059

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
Geysers and geyser theories, 1461
Theory of the geyser process, 3669

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/HEAT TRANSFER
Heat flow from natural geysers, 886

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/HYDRODYNAMICS
Geyser theory, 1169

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/HYDROLOGY
Thermal and seismic activity of narcissus geyser, 876

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/HYDROLOGY
Geyser basins and igneous emanations, 785
Physical character of hot-spring and geyser deposits, 299

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/MODELING
Mechanism of Geysers, 655
Thermal and seismic activity of narcissus geyser, 876

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Fabulous Yellowstone, 796

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/RADIOACTIVITY
Radioactivity of the thermal waters, gases, and deposits of Yellowstone National Park, 2004

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/SCIENTIFIC EFFECTS
Effect of earth strain on geyser activity, 3695

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/SCIENTIFIC SURVEYS
Thermal and seismic activity of narcissus geyser, 876

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/SCIENTIFIC SURVEYS
Subsurface discharge from thermal springs, 667

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/THERMOKARST MONITORING
Geyser activity near Beowawe, Eureka County, Nevada, 862

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/VEHICLES
Influence of long term Earth tidal forces on geysers, 926

GEYSERS/WELL DRILLING
Geyser drilling technique, 3146

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/California
gyser in 1888, 877
Geothermal resources in California, 222
Geyser geothermal field 1969 (8,170 ft well depth, 250-280°C steam), 2976
History of steam development at Geysers, progress made by developing companies, 226
Nature's pressure cooker, 748

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/ENERGY
Microearthquakes at the Geysers geothermal area, 2906

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Microearthquakes at the Geysers geothermal area, 2906

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/EXPLOITATION
Challenge of The Geysers, 892

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/FLUID RATE
Speculations on the geothermal system at the Geysers, California, 276

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/FLUID/FLUORIDE
Chemical nature of fumarolic gases of volcano Snowashinzan, Hokkaido, Japan, 2386

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/FLUID/FLUIDS
Hot water of the Geysers, Sonoma County, California, 2906

GEYSERS/GEOTHERMAL FIELD/GEOTHERMAL INVESTIGATIONS
Field trip to the Geysers, Sonoma County, California, 855
GRAVITY/GEODESY CALCULATIONS
Calculation of normal values of gravity on a digital computer, on the basis of rectangular coordinates of a Gauss-Krüger projection, 1930

GRAVITY/GEODESY MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Increasing the sensitivity of a resistance thermometer, 1974
New measuring device in gravimeters with electrostatic compensation of gravity measurements, 2035

GRAVITY SURVEYS
Gravimetric method in geological investigations, prospecting for and surveying deposits of useful minerals, 1949
Some formulas useful in the interpretation of gravimetric and magnetic profiles, 2102

GRAVITY SURVEYS/MEASURING METHODS
Reflections on the applications of the Fourier Transform in seismic surveying and gravimetry, 2016

GRAVITY SURVEYS/STATISTICS
Smoothing of gravitational anomalies, 1785

GRAVITY SURVEYS/VARIATIONS
Some geophysical implications from gravity and heat flow data, 1600

GRAYWACKE/GEODESY
Natural hydrothermal systems and experimental hot-water/rock interactions, Pt. 2, 1349

GRAYWACKE/HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION
Natural hydrothermal systems and experimental hot-water/rock interactions, Pt. 1, 1242
Natural hydrothermal systems and experimental hot-water/rock interactions, Pt. 2, 1349

GREECE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Geothermal in Greece, 637

GREECE/HOT SPRINGS
Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1904

GREENHOUSES/HEATING
Bananas grow in Iceland, but only in greenhouses, 3372
Geothermal water and power resource exploration and development for Idaho, 350
Greenhouses with geothermal heating in Iceland, 3331
Plans for greenhouse for the utilization of low-temperature waters, 3340

GROUND SUBSIDENCE
International Symposium on Land Subsidence, 2894

GROUND WATER
See also METEORIC WATER
GROUND WATER/PERIGLACIAL PROSPECTING
Hydrogeophysical survey using remote-sensing methods from Kawahehe to Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, 2150

GROUND WATER/PROSPECTING
Ground water, 2366

GROUND WATER/PROSPECTING METHODS
Comparison of waters of mines and of hot springs, 2291
Deuterium and chloride in geothermal studies in Iceland, 2549
Effect of high temperatures on the chemical composition of ground water, 2481
Evaluation of hydrogeology and hydrochemistry of Truckee Meadows area, Washoe County, Nevada, 839
General review of the mineral and thermal waters of the state of Idaho, 1257
Genesis of some ground waters from igneous rocks, 3589
Geological investigation of mineral springs in the Shirataka volcanic region, 2403
Origin of boron in the ground waters of California, 2322
Physical and chemical variations in the discharge of a flowing well, 696
Preliminary study of the quality of water in the drainage area of the Jemez River and Rio Guadelupe, 2279 (LA-5996-MS)
Preliminary study of the quality of water in the drainage area of the Jemez River and Rio Guadelupe, 2279 (LA-5996)

GROUND WATER/PROSPECTING TECHNIQUES
Study and interpretation of the chemical characteristics of natural water, 1753
GROUND WATER/PROSPECTING VARIATIONS
Hydrothermal-geologic characteristics of the Island of Ischia (Naples), 1224
GROUND WATER/DEPTH
Electromagnetic depth sounder, 2108

GROUND WATER/DESIGN
Hot Springs of the Yellowstone National Park, 790
GROUND WATER/FLUX RATE
Current trends in hydrogeology, 3560
Determination of the velocity of fluid movement at depth and rock permeability by geothermal data, 2279
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HEAT STORAGE
Hydrogeochemical materials, 2403
GROUND WATER/HEAT TRANSFER
Heat-storage wells for conserving energy and reducing thermal pollution, 3867
GROUND WATER/HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
Hydrologic analysis of the groundwater-heat interchange force heat pump system, 3167
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY
Contribution of ground water system of the distribution of geothermal state (Piezometric level of ground water and thermal waters), 730
Subsurface geophysical methods in ground-water hydrology, 1740
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGICAL DATA
Isotopic composition of calcite and water from the Dunes - DWR No. 1 geothermal test corehole, Imperial Valley, California, 2012
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGICAL PATTERNS
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
GROUND WATER/HYDROLOGY/PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Flow of thermal water at Onogawa Hot Springs Area, Yamagata prefecture, 1254
Halides

See also bromides, chlorides, fluorides, iodides

Halides/Chemical Composition

General dependence between the composition of solutions and their density. Aqueous electrolyte solutions, 3718

Halides/Density

General dependence between the composition of solutions and their density. Aqueous electrolyte solutions, 3718

Halides/Thermal Conductivity

Heat conductivity of simple cubic crystals (alkali halides), 3998

Halogen/Abundance

Possible process for the fluctuation of halogen abundances in fluvial cases, 3720

Halogen/Quantity Ratio

Possible process for the fluctuation of halogen abundances in fluvial cases, 3720

Hawaii/Coastal Waters

Detailed geophysical studies on the Hawaiian Arch from 24°25'N, 159°40'W, 2065

Hawaii/Glacial Geophysical Surveys

Geophysical logs from the Kilauea geothermal research drill holes, 2762

Hydrogeophysical survey using remote-sensing methods from Kauai to Kilauea-Kona, Hawaii, 2150

Temperature exploration for ground water in Kauai, Hawaii, 2165

Hawaii/Geothermal Energy

Hawaii geothermal project. Year one overview, 400

Hawaii/Geothermal Exploration

Experimental resistivity electrode deployment for the Hawaii geothermal project, 1604 (SL-4-74-194)

Geophysical logs from the Kilauea geothermal research, 2847

Hawaii overview: partial presentation on the geothermal resource exploration and development potential of the state of Hawaii, 313

Hawaii/Geothermal Resources

Foreign and domestic discussions on natural geothermal power and potential use of Picoware to stimulate these natural systems, 3572 (BNWL-1316)

Hawaii overview, 287

Hawaii overview: partial presentation on the geothermal resource exploration and development potential of the state of Hawaii, 313

Hawaii survey, 356

Results and power generation implications from drilling into the Kilauea Iki Levee Lake, 206

Hawaii/Heat Flow

Heat flow, Hawaiian area, 1969

Hawaii/Volcanics

Dissemination on the U-238 series in recent volcanic rocks, 2070

Hawaii/Volcanoes

Drilling at the summit of Kilauea volcano, 2651 (PB-23711)

Volcanological observations, 2365

Heat Exchangers

See also Heat Pumps

Geothermal heat in New Zealand, 316

Heat Exchangers/Cleaning

Geothermal plant cleaning system (Patent), 3206

Heat Exchangers/Corrosion Protection

Corrosion of copper and its alloys in geothermal waters, 3180

Heat Exchangers/Design

Application of direct contact heat exchangers to power generation systems utilizing geothermal brines, 3094

Geothermal B and D project report for period July 16, 1974-September 30, 1974, 1600 (AMC-1190)

Siberia's hidden heating system, 3076

Technological 'breakthroughs' promises to tap geothermal power cheaply (Downhole heat exchanger), 3061

Heat Flow

Comments on a paper by Ki-iti Horai and Anos Nur, "Relationship among terrestrial heat flow, thermal conductivity, and geothermal gradient" (1970), 3764

Heat flow in random medium — first order theory, 3730

Heat Flow/Aerial Monitoring

Rapid reconnaissance of heat flow patterns in snow-covered thermal areas, 1875

Heat Flow/Data Compilation


Review of heat flow data, 3544

Heat Flow/Data Processing

Heat flow data analysis, 3526

Heat Flow/Differential Equations

Propagator matrices for some geothermal problems, 3631

Heat Flow/Measuring Instruments

Device for determining heat flows, 1749

Geothermal heat flow probe for in situ measurement of both temperature gradient and thermal conductivity, 2049

Heat flux transducer for thermal surveys, 2260

Nature and assessment of heat flow from hydrothermal areas, 1826

Some problems in digital heat flow measurement, 1794

Temperature errors introduced by temperature-measuring probes, 1795

Heat Flow/Measuring Methods

Geophysical heat flow measurements (principles and results), 1766

Heat flux estimation in geothermal areas based on the heat balance of the ground surface, 2213

Heat flux estimation in geothermal areas based on the heat balance of the ground surface, 3655

Measurements of heat flow over land, 1751

Measurement of thermal flux using heat flow meters, 1786

Methods for the measurement of temperature and heat flow in soils, 1873

Methods of geothermal measurement on continents with particular regard to prospecting, 1956

Methods of studying heat flow in the ocean bottoms, 2264

Nature and assessment of heat flow from hydrothermal areas, 1926

Present state of heat flow observations, 1854

Problems in measuring temperature and terrestrial heat flow in deep bore-holes, 1872

Rapid heat-flow surveying in geothermal areas utilizing individual snowfaolls as calorimeters, 2017

Techniques of measuring heat flow through ocean floor, 1595

Techniques of measuring heat flow on land, 1856

Thermal state of the Earth, 3495

Heat Flow/Variations

Some geophysical implications from gravity and heat flow data, 1860

Heat Pumps/Ground Water

Hydrologic analysis of the groundwater-heat exchange force heat pump system, 3167

Heat Pumps/Liquid Wastes

Hydrologic analysis of the groundwater-heat exchange force heat pump system, 3167

Heat Storage/Underground

Heat-storage wells for conserving energy and reducing thermal pollution, 3062

Heat Transfers

See also Convection

Heat Flow

Energy (Book), 9

Fundamentals of heat transfer (Book), 3530

Heat Transfer/Thermodynamics

Heat transfer Bibliography-Russian works (416 references), 3636

Heat transfer bibliography (595 references), 3637

Heat transfer bibliography—Japanese works (46 references), 3636

Heat Transfer/Measuring Instruments

Device for determining heat flows, 1749

Nature and assessment of heat flow from hydrothermal areas, 1826

Heat Transfer/Reviewing

Heat transfer — review of current literature (446 references), 3621

Progress in heat transfer review of 1966

Heat Transfer/Simulation

Endoclave: new device for study of heat and mass transfer by simulation of geophysical bodies and processes under dynamic conditions, 3694

Heavy Water/Production

Geothermal steam for power in New Zealand, 444

Heavy water production with geothermal steam, 2940

Heavy Water/Thermodynamic Properties

Thermal diffusion of 1:1 electrolytes in ordinary and in heavy water, 3797

Helium/Speed of Sound

Geological investigations, sampling and diamond-drilling at Manyeghi helium-bearing hot springs, 1319

Helium Isotopes/Isotope Ratio

Anomalous isotopic composition of helium in volcanic gases, 2111

Isotope composition of helium in ultrabasic xenoliths from volcanic rocks of Kamchatka, 2239

Isotopes of helium and tritium in volcanic springs, 2991

Hot Springs
Fumaroles, hot springs, and geysers, 660
Hot spring problem (classification of Yellowstone National Park springs by water chemistry), 795
Isotopic geochemistry of water and carbon in geothermal areas (contamination of juvenile waters), 2474
Mineral resources of the Bighorn Basin (Wyoming) (information on Cody and Thermopolis hot springs), 765
Mineral resources of Douglas, Greer, and Washoe counties (describes Steamboat Springs and mentions Gerlach hot springs), 602
Natural hot water heaters (popular account), 727
Observations on some thermal springs in Nevada (date on three springs), 810
HOT SPRINGS/AFRICA
Carbon dioxide-bearing hot springs in the Songwe River Valley, Mbeya district, 2293
Helium and hot spring investigation progress report, 456
Hot springs investigation progress report (80-13594), 2347
Thermal waters of Swaziland, 1454
Underground waters at the present time. Their regime, temperature, and composition from the viewpoint of the role they play in the economy of the Earth's crust, 1592
HOT SPRINGS/ALASKA
Fumaroles in southeastern Alaska, 815
Geology of Sitkin Island, Alaska, 811
Mineral springs of Alaska (with a chapter on the chemical character of some surface waters of Alaska, by Richard B. Dole and Alfred A. Chambers), 768
Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 880
Seward Peninsula, 816
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 760
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 771
HOT SPRINGS/ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
Akutan Volcano, 1501
Objectives, methods, and progress of Alaskan (Aleutian Islands) volcanic investigations of the U.S. Geological Survey, 880
Seward Peninsula, 816
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 771
Volcanic activity on Unimak and Great Sitkin Islands, 1946-48, 1043
Volcanic activity on Akun and Akutan Islands, 1056
Voyages and travel in various parts of the world during the years 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, and 1807, Parts 1 and 2, 982
HOT SPRINGS/ALGERIA
Agency of algae in the deposition of travertine and silica from thermal waters, 783
Observations on some western American thermal algae, 960
HOT SPRINGS/ARGENTINA
Fumaroles and Argentine mineral waters, 2309
HOT SPRINGS/ARIZONA
Arizona, Gillard Hot Springs, 395
Geothermal waters of Arizona. Progress report, 364
Indian Hot Springs, Graham County, Arizona, 784
Report on the geology of portions of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, examined in the years 1937, 1973, and 1983
HOT SPRINGS/ARKANSAS
Radioactivity of spring waters of Hot Springs National Park and vicinity in Arkansas (Radon content), 664
HOT SPRINGS/BRAZIL
Underground waters at the present time. Their regime, temperature, and composition from the viewpoint of the role they play in the economy of the Earth's crust, 1592
HOT SPRINGS/AUSTRALIA
Survey of mineral and thermal waters in Australia, 1462
HOT SPRINGS/AUSTRIA
Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1004
HOT SPRINGS/BAHAMAS ISLANDS
Fumaroles of the Abacos (Boiling springs), 1061
HOT SPRINGS/BACTERIA
Bacterial origin of sulfuric acid in sulphurous hot springs, 864
Bacterial origin of sulfuric acid in geothermal habitats, 3585
HOT SPRINGS/BELGIUM
Mineral and thermal waters of Belgium, 1437
Origin of thermal waters by Chaudfontaine (Vesdre Valley), 1061
HOT SPRINGS/BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Occurrence and distribution of thermal springs, 663
Summary of literature on thermal springs, 866
Summary of studies of thermal waters and volcanic emissions of the Pacific region, 1956-61, 1227
Thermal springs of the United States and other countries of the world—a summary, 682
HOT SPRINGS/BOLIVIA
Aguas Quentes de Itatibito, Minas Gerais, 1010
Aguas Santas hot spring, Tirsantences, Minas Gerais,

99 INDEX

HOT SPRINGS/BULGARIA
River Mbea, District of Bucharest, 991
INDEX HOT SPRINGS/CZECHOSLOVAKIA

1050
HOT SPRINGS/BRITISH COLUMBIA
Geothermal project (Canada Geological Survey Paper 74-1), 1644
HOT SPRINGS/BULGARIA
Hot springs of Bulgaria, 1142
Hydrogeological investigations of the thermal-mineral waters of Bulgaria, 2480
Mineral waters in Bulgaria, 2490
Some conclusions from recent hydrogeological investigations of the thermal springs of south Bulgaria, 1193
Springs in Bulgaria, 1192
Underground waters in Bulgaria, 1039
HOT SPRINGS/CALIFORNIA
Callotoga Silver Mines, 405
Contra Costa County, 185
Economic deposits of the San Jacinto quadrangle, 780
Geology and mineralogy of Shasta County, 407
Geology and hydrology of Agu Caliente Spring, Palm Springs, California, 629
Geology of the MacDoel Quadrangle, California, 194
Geology of the Little Antelope Valley clay deposits, Mono County, California (Casa Diablo geothermal area), 827
Geothermodynamics (Wendel Hot Springs), 3359
Indo County, 178
Inyo County, 180
Isotopic geochemistry of hot springs, 2326
Kern County, 191
Las Vegas County, 182
Mercury contents of natural thermal and mineral fluids, 2572
Mines and mineral resources of Monterey County, California, 220
Modoc County, 183
Mono County, 180
Mono County, 406
Placer County, 179
Point Arena, Hot springs, 857
Point arena hot springs, 866
Report on the geology of portions of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, examined in the years 1871, 1872, and 1875, 943
Riverside County, 199
San Diego County, 187
Santa Barbara County, 177
Santa Barbara County, 180
Tehama County, 181
Thermal and mineral waters of non-astronomic origin, California coast ranges, 2616
Tulare County, 180
Ventura County, 184
Ventura County, 192
Water supply in the state of California, 1465
Thermal springs in the southern Rocky Mountains of Canada, 2590
HOT SPRINGS/CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Mineral and thermal waters of Rwanda, 1453
HOT SPRINGS/CHILE
Investigation of reservoirs of natural steam at Tatoo, 965
Hydrogeology of the Atacama Desert, 965
HOT SPRINGS/CHINA
Origin of the mineral springs in Yunnan (China), 1303
HOT SPRINGS/COLORADO
Geothermal resources of Colorado, 920
HOT SPRINGS/CONVOLUTION
Convection model for thermal springs in the southeast, 937
HOT SPRINGS/COSTA RICA
Central American volcanoes, 1595
HOT SPRINGS/CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Conservation of thermal waters from the point of
in the future discovery of ore deposits, 2317
Thermal springs in Tanzania (Relation between temperature and evolution of He and CO₂), 2485
Thermal water in the Jolana geothermal field, 2487
Trinitium content of hot springs in some geothermal areas, 2485

HOT SPRINGS/GEODETIC DEPOSITS
Analyses of some geothermal deposits, 947
Identification of Aragonite in the incrustations forming in deep geothermal waters, 1045

HOT SPRINGS/GEODETIC SURVEYS
Evaluating the geology of the Rhine River basin in Nijepa and Nagano prefectures, 1993
Geological study on hot springs in Noboribetsu, 1226

HOT SPRINGS/GEOLoGY
Brief notes on the geology of the Issanawa hot springs area, 1178
Contributions to the geological chemistry of hot waters of the Izu-Hakone Volcanic Zone, 1101
Geological considerations on the sources of hot springs and geothermal areas, 794
Geological and radiometric survey at Tamagawa hot spring, 1117
Geological study on mineral springs in Hokkaido, 1195

Geological study on mineral springs (230 hot springs in Hokkaido), 1223
Geology and thermal waters of Gojojiki hot spring, Aso Prefecture, 1112
Geology and hot springs of Takinoue geothermal area, Iwate Prefecture, 1156
Geology and geothermal areas in the Taupo Volcanic Zone, New Zealand, 1246
Geology and thermal springs of Gojojiki hot spring area, 1156
Geology and geothermal temperature appearing at the hot boring of Hachisuka hot-spring health center, 1121
Geology and hydrology of Agua Caliente Spring, Buenaventura, Colombia, 1235
Geology of mineral springs, 3413
Geology of the Arife subdivision, Mazara, Algeria, 1983
Geothermal energy, 689
Geothermal prospects in New Mexico, 918
Goryachii Plazh deposit of thermal water and steam (Kunashir Island), 1192
Hot springs of the Karymsky Valley, 1092
Hydrogeological investigations of the thermal mineral waters of Bulgaria, 1235
Hydrogeology of the Aso-Ike-Thermes Area, 1194
Hydrogeological study of the Some Hot Springs at Yunosawa, Aki Prefecture, Japan, 1471
Hydrogeological investigations of the thermal mineral waters of Bulgaria, 1836
Hydrogeological conditions of formation and regularities of distribution of the thermal waters of the Azerbaizhan SSR, 2488
Information on studies of "endogenous forces" in Nicaragua, 1134
Point Arena hot springs, 857
Point Arena hot springs, 666
Principles of geology, 3422
Principles of geology, 3423

Relation of occurrence of hot springs to geological structure and geothermal structure in Koma-Nagaoka hot springs, Shiizuka Prefecture, 1119
Report of the geological studies of hot springs in Japan, 1189
Report on the geology of portions of California, New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado, 1846

Report of the geology of the Jolana geothermal field, 1207
Seisso-Gware geothermal region in Gunma Prefecture, 2474
Some problems in geothermal exploration, 1616

Springs in the vicinity of Socoa, New Mexico, 828
Te Pui hot springs, 1030
Text-book of geology, Volumes 1-2, 3384
Thermal and superheated water, 1286
Thermal springs and geothermal areas, 1286
Thermal springs in the United States, 791
Thermal springs and epithermal ore deposits, 665
Thermal springs of Montecatini, 1047

Thermal water in the Joban coal field, 3236
Volcano slope springs in Japan, 1141
Volcanic gases and hot springs, 3462

HOT SPRINGS/PHYSICAL SURVEYS
Geophysical investigations of Manyeghi hot springs, 1762
Location of hot springs in New Zealand, 1768
Review of research on "endogenous power" in different regions of the world during the last 35 years, 1712

Summary review of geophysical studies on Noboribetsu hot spring in Hokkaido, 499
HOT SPRINGS/HEAT FLOW
Distribution of hot springs of the world, 721
HOT SPRINGS/GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
Mineral waters of the German Democratic Republic, 1439
Source of the salt content of the mineral waters of Vogtland and northwest Bohemia, particularly the Karlsbad mineral waters, 1315
HOT SPRINGS/GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC
Mineral and thermal waters of the Federal Republic of Germany, 1895
Volcanic and hot springs in Kyushu, Japan, 1836
HOT SPRINGS/ICELAND
Geothermal investigations at Manyeghi hot springs, 1762
Geothermal investigations of thermal waters containing a high salt content, 980
Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1004
Sands and waters of Hungary, 993
Thermal and mineral health waters of Hungary, 1440

HOT SPRINGS/HYDROLOGY
Geology and hydrology of Agua Caliente Spring, Anza Springs, California, 1235
Goryachii Plazh deposit of thermal water and steam (Kunashir Island), 1192
Hot springs in Hokkaido, 1316
Hydrogeological investigations of the thermo-mineral waters of Bulgar, California, 1235
Hydrogeological study of the Some Hot Springs at Yunosawa, Aki Prefecture, Japan, 1471
Hydrogeological investigations of the thermo-mineral waters of Bulgaria, 1836
Hydrogeological conditions of formation and regularities of distribution of the thermal waters of the Azerbaizhan SSR, 2488
Relation of the water level of Lake Suwa to the discharge of the Kamisuwa hot springs, Nagano Prefecture, 1120

Springs in the vicinity of Soccoro, New Mexico, 1826
Studies on the chemical composition and levels of ground water at Misaan hot springs, 2362
Sulfur isotope determinations as a geochemical tool, 897
Thermal and superheated water, 1286

HOT SPRINGS/ICELAND
Isotopic distribution of pH values of thermal springs of the world, 791
Character of hot springs of Iceland with a review of the tectonics of middle north Iceland, 1023
Chemistry of thermal waters and gases in Iceland, 2446

Explanation on the geological atlas of Iceland, 1062
Geology of Hellisheidi, 1156
Hot springs and thermal energy, 1246
Hot springs of Iceland and their importance in connection with supply of electricity, 1041
Hot springs west of Torfajokull in Iceland (Occurrence, erosive activity, and chemical precipitation), 1589
Hot springs of Iceland, their animal communities, and their zoogeographical significance (in the West Geology of Iceland), 1023
Hot springs on Iceland and their use: impressions of travel (Special reference to Reykjadalur region), 1023

Hot springs as a factor of the Icelandic cultural landscape, 1102
Hydrogen isotopes in hydrogeological studies in Iceland, 2489
Physical-geographic sketch of Iceland with special consideration of volcanic phenomena, 1336
Physical geography of Iceland, 1996

Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1004
Some additional notes on thermal activity in Iceland, 1011
Iceland (Analyses of gases, temperature measurements, and activity of hot springs), 996
Thermal springs in Reykjavik, Iceland, 992

HOT SPRINGS/IDAHO
Geothermal potential of Idaho (Review with 70 references), 265

HOT SPRINGS/INDIA
Investigation of hot springs for geothermal energy exploitation, 966
Lithostratigraphy of Swatganga, a thermal spring of Brahmar, West Bengal, India, 1534
Problem of high-temperature springs of India (including data on geologic and magmatic waters, heat supply, and magmatic emanations), 1597
Studies on geochemistry of thermal springs at Dewa Hills District, 2422
Thermal springs of India and their development, 1500

HOT SPRINGS/INFRARED SURVEYS
Infrared thermal sensing, 1886
Sensor detection capabilities study, 2007

HOT SPRINGS/IRELAND
Thermal spring in Co. Kildare, 1267

HOT SPRINGS/JAMAICA
Composition of amemics (minerals) in the geothermal zone, 2599
Considerations on flow, heat and chemical composition of Italian hot springs, 1215
Decisive Italian contribution to the exploitation (fitty) of thermal waters, 1204
Fumaroles and boiling springs of Tuscany and the geology, 2300
Geochemical research on the mineral waters of Montecatini springs (Pistoia), 2332
Geological and radiometric studies of the boreal forest region, 977
Hydrothermal manifestations of Castelidoria (northern Sardinia), 1009
Italian thermal and mineral springs, 1441
Mineral and thermal waters of the Gulf of Naples region, 2333
Mineral springs of the Ambruzzi Valley, 1076
Proposal to classify genetically the thermal Italian springs, 1086
Report on the present state of our knowledge with respect to mineral and thermal waters, 1084
Springs of the Apuan Alps and sources of hot mineral springs, 1236
Studies and research in progress in Caspian and Piegrel Island conducted toward the use of subsolar energy, 2325
Thermal springs of Montecatini, 1047

HOT SPRINGS/JAPAN
Thermal and mineral springs of Jamaica, 1416

HOT SPRINGS/JAPAN
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<td>US energy dilemma: gap between today's requirements and tomorrow's potential, 108</td>
<td></td>
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<td>USA/ENERGY POLICY</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Afternoon General Session, Friday, 11 May 1973, 360</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Dinner Session, Thursday, 10 May 1973, 356</td>
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<td>Energy available - expanding supplies, 332</td>
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<td>Geothermal energy resources and research, 332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Hearings before the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate, pursuant to S. Res. 45, a national fuels and energy policy study, Nineteenth Congress, Second Session on the role of geothermal energy resources in our nation's future energy economy, and 22, 1972, 2584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/ENERGY SHORTAGES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy crisis: we are running out (Includes LASL hot-dry-rock project), 324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy shortage stimulates geothermal exploration, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/ENERGY SOURCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative sources of energy, 153 (CONF-720965-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy resources of the United States (1200 thermal localities, 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyperthermal), 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal exploration on public lands: when and under what conditions, 2810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal research in the US Geological Survey, 336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal exploration in the western United States (1200 thermal localities, 100 hyperthermal), 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal activity in 1973, 1648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy options: challenge for the future, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future trends in energy supply, 399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US energy dilemma: gap between today's requirements and tomorrow's potential, 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOLeGIC FAULTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rift system of the western United States, 843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal Survey Research 1979, Chapter A, 3731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>USA/GEOLoGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth and rock temperatures, 61</td>
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<tr>
<td>USA/GEOTHERMAL ENERGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics of geothermal power in the United States, 2851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging geothermal power sources, 271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy available - expanding supplies, 332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy resources and electric power situation in the United States, 323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal government leasing and operating regulations and environmental impact statements, 2795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Northwest Conference on Geothermal Power, 268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future energy outlook, 350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal energy, Hearings before the subcommittee on energy of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, United States House of Representatives, Nineteenth Congress, First Session on H.R. 8628, H.R. 9658, September 11, 13, and 16, 1973, 2807</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Geothermal research in the US Geological Survey, 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal power - economic evaluation, 2840 (BM-1C-8239)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal energy and the energy crisis: banquet speech, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal energy: national proposal for geothermal Resources Research, 303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal power in the southwest, 310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal heat up, 344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal energy and western utilities, 396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal resources research and technology, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal activity in 1973, 1648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law needed for geothermal energy, 2834</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview of geothermal energy developments, 382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for energy production from geothermal resources. Report of the Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Nineteenth Congress, First Session, December 1973, 2866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power generation options for the eighties and nineties, 325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President's message on supply of energy and clean air, also fact sheet from Office of the White House Press Secretary, 278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of some of the legal problems in geothermal development, 2794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for tomorrow's power, 345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States geothermal legislation and environmental impact for leasing, 2795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization of geothermal energy resources, 346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery and possible utilization of thermal waters in the pliocene of the central depression in the Danube Basin, 299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic considerations for geothermal exploration in the western United States, 2567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy shortage stimulates geothermal exploration, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration and exploitation of geothermal resources in arid and semiarid lands, a literature review and selected bibliography, 1602 (PB-218530)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Northwest Conference on Geothermal Power, 268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow chart of critical path in geothermal exploration, 2813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal exploration in the western United States (1200 thermal localities, 100 hyperthermal), 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal exploration on public lands: when and under what conditions, 2810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal research in the US Geological Survey, 336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal exploration in the western United States, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal energy. Final report, 166 (PB-222326)</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Geothermal research in the US Geological Survey, 369</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Geothermal activity in 1973, 1648</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Natural steam exploration in USA, 203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Spectral variability in seismic noise measurements and implications for geothermal exploration, 2104</td>
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<td>USA/GEOTHERMAL FIELDS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments on draft environmental impact statement for the federal geothermal leasing program, 2796</td>
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<tr>
<td>Geothermal steam leasing; hearings before Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>-------------------------------------</td>
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</tr>
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<td>2711 USSR/URALINES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of lead migration in Cheleken thermal brines under pluton conditions, 1526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of knowledge of metalliferous brines and related deposits, 2564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/LAAMBOUQUES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic wave velocities in the Kamchatka focal zone, 2196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/ELECTRICAL SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical prospecting methods for studying thermal waters, 2093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of deep electrical conductivity (Magnetoelluric methods), 2113</td>
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<td>Problems of compiling maps of the depth of the top of the intermediate conducting layer in Eastern Georgia (Magnetoelluric sounding), 2114</td>
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<td>USSR/FUMARICLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal activity in the Kam'chatsk Range area in southern Kamchatka, 1139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old volcano in southeastern Kamchatka with recent hydrothermal manifestations, 1253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/FLUMARICL FLUIDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury in recent hydrothermal waters, 2574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products of the decay of uranium and thorium in the active volcanism of the USSR, 2525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>USSR/GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the temperature field of salt deposits of the Caspian depression, 2736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining the amount of deep heat flow in several parts of the Apsheron oil and gas region, 2123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermy of the Kurovskoy deposit, 2041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neotectonics of Kamchatka and their role in the formation of geothermal deposits (Late Cenozoic volcanism), 1387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/GEOLOGIC FAULTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some features of the tectonics of the Solikamsk basin according to data of geophysical and paleontological investigations, 1436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/GEOLOGIC STRATA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation of thermal field of West Siberian lowland to topography of pre-Jurassic basement, 1176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR/GEOSIOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crustal thickness in Kamchatka, 1060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts of temperature in interior parts of earth, 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal characteristics of the mesozoic-cenozoic section and paleogeanothermal conditions of the Caucasus foreland, 1364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of relationships of transverse and linear structures in the geothermal regime of the Caucasus region, 1983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural localization of Quaternary volcanoes in South Kamchatka, 1533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt to determine heat flow using shallow boreholes, 2026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of heat conductivity of the clastic rocks of the West Siberian Lowland on other physical parameters, 2081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of temperature on the surface of the Earth on the altitude of the observation point, 2135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolation of temperatures at depth in the southern Caspian tectonic depression, 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal measurements in the boreholes of the Donuz Basin, 1679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal investigations in Siberia (Geothermal gradients), 1749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal features of petroleum and natural gas deposits in Caucasus, 1196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal characteristics of the mesozoic-cenozoic section and paleogeanothermal conditions of the Caucasus foreland, 1304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal characteristics of the EMBA region, 1857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal properties of sedimentary deposits in the Saratov area of the Volga region, 2152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermy of the Kyurudag deposits, 2041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat flow at depth in the Kolkhida Plain, 1207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present state, problems, and prospects of geophysical investigations in Siberia and the far east, 1793</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on geophysical logging investigations carried out in deep and ultradeep boreholes in the Oreny district, 1398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of geothermal investigations on the Kuban, 1378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of relationships of transverse and linear structures in the geothermal regime of the Caucasus region, 1363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature conditions of the mesozoic formations of the north Caucasus and Circassia, 1244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal behavior of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments in eastern part of west-Siberian plains, 1766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mercury and antimony deposits associated with active hot springs in the western United States, 860
Mineral waters of the United States, 781
Potential applications of nuclear explosives to the recovery of geothermal energy, 3093
Potential applications of nuclear explosives to the recovery of geothermal energy. Progress report for fiscal year 1965, 3287 (USGS-289-1)
Thermal springs of the United States and other countries of the world — a summary, 682
Thermal springs, 946
Thermal springs in the United States, 791
Water analyses from the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey, 2596

**USA/HOT-WATER SYSTEMS**
Luncheon Session, Friday, 11 May 1973, 359

**USA/LEGISLATION**
Proposed rule making: geothermal resources — leasing on public, acquired and withdrawn lands; revision of proposed rule, 2815
S. 564, to establish a five-year geothermal leasing program; text; statement, 790
S. Con. Res. 29, to express the sense of Congress that the Bureau of Reclamation should accelerate its investigations of geothermal resources as a potential major new source of water supplies for the western United States; text; statement, 2799
United States geothermal legislation and potential impact for leasing, 2799

**USA/MAGNETIC SURVEYS**
Separation of magnetic variation fields and conductive structures in the western United States, 2096

**USA/MINERAL RESOURCES**
Energy options: challenge for the future, 305
Mineral potential of the submerged parts of the US, 2032
United States mineral resources (Geology, economics, and uses), 340

**USA/MINERAL SPRINGS**
Mineral waters of the United States, 781
Mineral waters of the United States and their therapeutic uses. (With an account of the various mineral spring localities, their advantages and health resorts, means of access, etc. to which is added an index of potable waters), 951

**USA/POWER/NUDNO**
Energy: a crisis in power. San Francisco, Sierra Club, 1971. (Excerpt: Defusing Old Smoky by plugging into nature), 3374
Geothermal energy, 245
Geothermal energy, 259

**USA/POWER/GCOC**
Power generation options for the eighties and nineties, 329

**USA/PUBLIC LANDS**
Geothermal resources — operations on public, acquired and withdrawn lands; notice of proposed rule making, 2815
Proposed rule making: geothermal resources — leasing on public, acquired and withdrawn lands; revision of proposed rule, 2815

**USA/RESEARCH PROGRAMS**
Geothermal research, 2796
S. 564, to establish a five-year geothermal research program; text; statement, 2799

**USA/SOLFIKATARS**
Catalogue of the active volcanoes of the world, including volcanic fields; table of catalogue of the active volcanoes and volcanic fields of the United States of America, 819

**USA/TECTONICS**
Contemporary tectonics and seismicity of the intermountain west, 926

**USA/TECTONICS**
Geothermal characteristics of the mesozoic-cenozoic section and paleogeanothermal conditions of the Caucasus foreland, 1364
Role of relationships of transverse and linear structures in the geothermal regime of the Caucasus region, 1983
Structural localization of Quaternary volcanoes in South Kamchatka, 1533

**USA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS**
Attempt to determine heat flow using shallow boreholes, 2026
Dependence of heat conductivity of the clastic rocks of the West Siberian Lowland on other physical parameters, 2081
Dependence of temperature on the surface of the Earth on the altitude of the observation point, 2135
Extrapolation of temperatures at depth in the southern Caspian tectonic depression, 1899
Geothermal measurements in the boreholes of the Donuz Basin, 1679
Geothermal investigations in Siberia (Geothermal gradients), 1749
Geothermal features of petroleum and natural gas deposits in Caucasus, 1196
Geothermal characteristics of the mesozoic-cenozoic section and paleogeanothermal conditions of the Caucasus foreland, 1304
Geothermal characteristics of the EMBA region, 1857
Geothermal properties of sedimentary deposits in the Saratov area of the Volga region, 2152
Geothermy of the Kyurudag deposits, 2041
Heat flow at depth in the Kolkhida Plain, 1207
Present state, problems, and prospects of geophysical investigations in Siberia and the far east, 1793
Report on geophysical logging investigations carried out in deep and ultradeep boreholes in the Oreny district, 1398
Results of geothermal investigations on the Kuban, 1378
Role of relationships of transverse and linear structures in the geothermal regime of the Caucasus region, 1363
Temperature conditions of the mesozoic formations of the north Caucasus and Circassia, 1244
Thermal behavior of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments in eastern part of west-Siberian plains, 1766

**USA/GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS**
Geothermal regime of some thermal fields of Darvin zone, 1373
Geothermal characteristics of the Crimean Peninsula and some areas of the East Carpathians, 2003
Geothermal properties of sedimentary deposits in the Saratov area of the Volga region, 1522
On the temperature conditions of the Kyzyl-Alma structure, 1355
Relation of the test field of the western Siberian lowland to the relief of the pre-Jurassic basement, 1779
Some new data on geothermal characteristics and thermal physical properties of Precambrian to Paleozoic and Mesozoic-Cenozoic sediments of greater Caucasus and Cis-Caucasia, 1289
Thermal waters of central and eastern Cis-Caucasia, 467

Hydrogeology of the USSR. Volume 29, Kamchatka, and the Kurile and Komandorskiye Islands, 1543
Hydrothermal activity in the Khibiny Range area in southern Kamchatka, 1139
Main geothermal features of the Urals and adjacent territories, 1360
Nature of the geothermal field near Avacha Volcano (Kamchatka), 1237
Problem of the effect of the hydrogeologic factor on the geothermal field in the conditions of the eastern part of the Russian platform, 1371
Prospection of geothermal fields and investigations necessary to evaluate their capacity, 45
Relation of thermal field of West Siberian lowland to topography of pre-Jurassic basement, 1176
Results of geothermal investigations on the Kuban, 1378
Role of regional basement faults in forming geothermal field of young platforms, 1577
Role of regional basement faults in forming geothermal field of young platforms, 1581
Steam hydrothermal wells of hot beach (new data from the results of drilling operations in 1966) (Kunashir Island), 2717
Thermal underground waters of the Kamchatka and the role of recent tectonics and volcanism in their dynamics, 1151

USER/GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Abnormal distribution of heat in the Dnieper—Donets basin, 1046
Basic difference in underground temperature conditions in European part and adjacent regions of Asiatic Soviet Union, 1251
Deep geothermal conditions basin, 1057
Effect of folded basement on thermal state of Mesozoic and Cenozoic deposits of western Siberian lowland, 1777
Forecasts of temperature in interior parts of earth, 1807
Geothermal measurements, 1680
Geothermal anomalies in the Donets Basin, 1110
Geothermal conditions and thermal waters of the Dnieper—Donets basin, 1370
Geothermal conditions in southeastern part of Dnieper—Donets depression, 1951
Geology of Lake Baikal region, 1516
Heat at depth in the Earth, 599
Hydrogeothermal investigations in hope for thermal waters (Kurile—Kamchatka region), 2690
Hydrogeothermophysical conditions of the Urals, 1357
Hydrothermal waters of Pauzhetka, Kamchatka, as a source of geothermal energy, 484
Main geothermal features of the Urals and adjacent territories, 1388
Masally—Lenkoran—Atbara hydrothermal zone, 1373
New thermal anomaly area in the Fergana depression, 2134
Prospects for thermal water exploration in the Dnieper—Donets region of Ukrainian SSR, 1400
Question of setting up geothermal investigations in Armenia, 1118
Research or prospecting for thermal waters near Petropavlovsk in Kamchatka, 1341
Steam hydrothermal wells of hot beach (new data from the results of drilling operations in 1966) (Kunashir Island), 2717
The thermal and industrial waters of the Soviet Union, 1446
Thermal waters of Siberian platform and its folded-mountains framing, 1491
"USER/GEOTHERMAL FIELDS"
Application of infrared aerial recording techniques to studies of volcanism and thermal activities of Kamchatka peninsula, 1989
Attempt at statistical treatment of the data of geothermal observations in boreholes of the Kirov Rog, 1214
Disturbance effect of gas banks on a geothermal field with a steady flow of subsurface water, 1566
Effects of pre-Paleozoic basement on thermal state of sedimentary rocks in West Siberian Lowland, 1295
Features of the geothermal regime of the Soviet Carpathians, 553
Geophysical structure of the hydrothermal systems of Kamchatka, 1366
Geothermal fields on the USSR territory, 515
Geothermal gradient of platform regions of the north of Siberia, 1385
Geothermal characteristics of Emga region, 1293
Geothermal fields of interformational Kama-Kinel basin, 1797
Geothermal problems in the Caucasus, 1590
Geothermal features of a region of recent volcanism (illustrated by Kamchatka), 1321
Geothermal activity of the earth and distribution of hydrocarbon deposits, 1506
Geothermal characteristics of the Crimean Peninsula and some areas of the East Carpathians, 2003
Geothermal characteristics of the Crimean Peninsula and some areas of the eastern Carpathians, 2006
Geothermal regime of certain tectonic structures, 1235
Geothermic regime of some regions of Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic and its influence on the properties of petroleum, 1545
Geothermy of the fields of Darvin Bay, 1933

Energy of thermal waters, 526
Experimental and industrial applications of geothermal energy in the USSR, 1046
Soviet geothermal electric power engineering—part 2, 2996 (AM-754497)

Hydrogeology of the USSR. Volume 29, Kamchatka, and the Kurile and Komandorskiye Islands, 1543
Hydrothermal activity in the Khibiny Range area in southern Kamchatka, 1139
Main geothermal features of the Urals and adjacent territories, 1360
Nature of the geothermal field near Avacha Volcano (Kamchatka), 1237
Problem of the effect of the hydrogeologic factor on the geothermal field in the conditions of the eastern part of the Russian platform, 1371
Prospection of geothermal fields and investigations necessary to evaluate their capacity, 45
Relation of thermal field of West Siberian lowland to topography of pre-Jurassic basement, 1176
Results of geothermal investigations on the Kuban, 1378
Role of regional basement faults in forming geothermal field of young platforms, 1577
Role of regional basement faults in forming geothermal field of young platforms, 1581
Steam hydrothermal wells of hot beach (new data from the results of drilling operations in 1966) (Kunashir Island), 2717
Thermal underground waters of the Kamchatka and the role of recent tectonics and volcanism in their dynamics, 1151

USER/GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS
Abnormal distribution of heat in the Dnieper—Donets basin, 1046
Basic difference in underground temperature conditions in European part and adjacent regions of Asiatic Soviet Union, 1251
Deep geothermal conditions basin, 1057
Effect of folded basement on thermal state of Mesozoic and Cenozoic deposits of western Siberian lowland, 1777
Forecasts of temperature in interior parts of earth, 1807
Geothermal measurements, 1680
Geothermal anomalies in the Donets Basin, 1110
Geothermal conditions and thermal waters of the Dnieper—Donets basin, 1370
Geothermal conditions in southeastern part of Dnieper—Donets depression, 1951
Geology of Lake Baikal region, 1516
Heat at depth in the Earth, 599
Hydrogeothermal investigations in hope for thermal waters (Kurile—Kamchatka region), 2690
Hydrogeothermophysical conditions of the Urals, 1357
Hydrothermal waters of Pauzhetka, Kamchatka, as a source of geothermal energy, 484
Main geothermal features of the Urals and adjacent territories, 1388
Masally—Lenkoran—Atbara hydrothermal zone, 1373
New thermal anomaly area in the Fergana depression, 2134
Prospects for thermal water exploration in the Dnieper—Donets region of Ukrainian SSR, 1400
Question of setting up geothermal investigations in Armenia, 1118
Research or prospecting for thermal waters near Petropavlovsk in Kamchatka, 1341
Steam hydrothermal wells of hot beach (new data from the results of drilling operations in 1966) (Kunashir Island), 2717
The thermal and industrial waters of the Soviet Union, 1446
Thermal waters of Siberian platform and its folded-mountains framing, 1491
"USER/GEOTHERMAL FIELDS"
Application of infrared aerial recording techniques to studies of volcanism and thermal activities of Kamchatka peninsula, 1989
Attempt at statistical treatment of the data of geothermal observations in boreholes of the Kirov Rog, 1214
Disturbance effect of gas banks on a geothermal field with a steady flow of subsurface water, 1566
Effects of pre-Paleozoic basement on thermal state of sedimentary rocks in West Siberian Lowland, 1295
Features of the geothermal regime of the Soviet Carpathians, 553
Geophysical structure of the hydrothermal systems of Kamchatka, 1366
Geothermal fields on the USSR territory, 515
Geothermal gradient of platform regions of the north of Siberia, 1385
Geothermal characteristics of Emga region, 1293
Geothermal fields of interformational Kama-Kinel basin, 1797
Geothermal problems in the Caucasus, 1590
Geothermal features of a region of recent volcanism (illustrated by Kamchatka), 1321
Geothermal activity of the earth and distribution of hydrocarbon deposits, 1506
Geothermal characteristics of the Crimean Peninsula and some areas of the East Carpathians, 2003
Geothermal characteristics of the Crimean Peninsula and some areas of the eastern Carpathians, 2006
Geothermal regime of certain tectonic structures, 1235
Geothermic regime of some regions of Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic and its influence on the properties of petroleum, 1545
Geothermy of the fields of Darvin Bay, 1933

Energy of thermal waters, 526
Experimental and industrial applications of geothermal energy in the USSR, 1046
Soviet geothermal electric power engineering—part 2, 2996 (AM-754497)
Chemical composition and ore content of Cheleken hydrothermal waters, 4900
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- INIS: Available on microfiche at 50¢ per document from INIS Section, International Atomic Energy Agency, P. O. Box 540 A-1031, Vienna, Austria.
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ALABAMA
Auburn, Auburn University
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute

ARIZONA
Tucson, University of Arizona

CALIFORNIA
Davis, University of California
Los Angeles, University of California
Santa Barbara, University of California

COLOMBADO
Boulder, University of Colorado

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington, Library of Congress

FLORIDA
Gainesville, University of Florida

GEORGIA
Atlanta, Georgia Institute of Technology

HAWAII
Honolulu, University of Hawaii

IDAHO
Pocatello, Idaho State University

ILLINOIS
Urbana, University of Illinois

INDIANA
Lafayette, Purdue University

IOWA
Ames, Iowa State University

KANSAS
Manhattan, Kansas State University

KENTUCKY
Lexington, University of Kentucky

MARYLAND
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University
College Park, University of Maryland

MASSACHUSETTS
Cambridge, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Worcester, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, University of Michigan

MISSISSIPPI
State College, Mississippi State University

MISSOURI
Columbia, University of Missouri
Kansas City, Linda Hall Library

NEW JERSEY
Princeton, Princeton University

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, University of New Mexico

NEW YORK
Albany, New York State Library
Albany, State University at Albany
Ithaca, Cornell University
New York, Columbia University
Rochester, University of Rochester
Syracuse, Syracuse University
Troy, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh, North Carolina State University

OHIO (Continued)
Columbus, Ohio State University
Toledo, University of Toledo

OKLAHOMA
Norman, University of Oklahoma

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, Carnegie Library
University Park, Pennsylvania State University

PUERTO RICO
San Juan, University of Puerto Rico

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia, University of South Carolina

TENNESSEE
Knoxville, University of Tennessee

TEXAS
Austin, University of Texas
College Station, Texas A & M University
Houston, Rice University

UTAH
Salt Lake City, University of Utah

VIRGINIA
Blacksburg, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Charlottesville, University of Virginia

WASHINGTON
Pullman, Washington State University
Seattle, University of Washington

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown, West Virginia University

WISCONSIN
Madison, University of Wisconsin